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The fundamental Idea which became the basis on

which the present theory of chain reactions was raised.

chemical reaction, there should be some simple re¬

lation between the number of quanta absorbed and the

number of molecules which undergo reaction. Such a

searches from 1912 to 1921; he proved that in the

photochemical decomposition of hydrogen bromide and

iodide, the quantum yield is two. It was shown, how¬

ever, by Bodenstein in 1913 that in the photosynthesis

of HC1, the number of molecules of HC1 formed was

enormously greater than the number of quanta absorbed.

This led Hernst to suggest the following scheme, which

satisfactorily explained the anomaly. In this

"Hernst chain" it w 3 postulated that a chlorine

molecule absorbed a quantum of light and was split up

into two chlorine atoms. These atoms then reacted

with Hydrogen molecules to form hydrogen chloride and

hydrogen atoms. The latter in their turn attacked

mora chlorine molecules giving more HC1 and liberating

chlorine atoms, and so set up chains in the gas

mixture. Thus:-

As the reaction He + 01 -? 2HC1 is exothermic, i
& g

CI + hv -5>2C1

CI - H2 - HC1 - H
H +• Clg -=> HC1 + CI
01 +- Hg HC1 r H and so on.



is quite possible for many molecules to react follow¬

ing absorption of one quantum. The number of links

in the chain is only limited by the possibility of

recombination of the chlorine atoms and the hydrogen

atoms, either at the walls of the containing vessel

or in collisions with foreign gases whon such are present.

(It is net possible that the hydrogen and chlorine

atoms could recombine without some third body to ab¬

sorb the energy liberated in the reactions -

H +- H —? H
2

and CI +-C1 01g )
The number of links in each chain, i.e. the number of

molecules of hydrogen chloride formed per G1 atom

produced by light is called the "chain length."

Whether such a scheme could be applied to purely ther¬

mal reactions was another matter, for at this time the

only criterion of the chain character of a reaction

was the high quantum yield.

Another factor in the rapid development of the

theory of chain reactions was due to the study of

unimolecular reactions, and the controversy over the

origin of the energy of activation in unimoleeular
4,

gaseous reactions. In order to react, molecules

must be activated in some way. Thermally this must

occur during collisions between moleoule3* In this

case, the rata of activation should be proportional to

the square of the concentration; i,o, the reaction

would be bimolocular. In genuine unlmolecular re-
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aotioH3, it is at first sight difficult to understand

how activation involves collisions between molecules.

The solution of the problem was first attempted by

Christianson and Kramersfe*who showed how a reaction
may exhibit unimolecular characteristics in spite of

the activation occurring in two body collisions.

The essence of their argument wes that activated

product molecules may transfer energy to unaetivated

reactants by collision.

It is well known that for certain reactions, such

as oxidation of phosphorus and pho3phine, there are

certain pressures of oxygen for a given phosphine

pressure, between which the roaation goes very quickly,

and outside which there is no appreciable reaction.

The position may be better explained by means of a

diagram# In the esse of mixtures represented by

points in the area A, explosion takes place spontan¬

eously as soon as the gas3es are mixed, wheras in the

areas representing higher and lower oxygen pressures,

C and B respectively, there is no reaction. The line

XY represents the lower explosive limit and YZ the

upper limit. The position of XY is dependent on the

diameter (d) of the tube, and on the presence of inert

gases (X). Over a limited range XY may be represented

by the equation:-

7%3 * A, ( ' + ) * 1 = Cc^t-
This "constant" is almost independent of temperature.

The position of the upper limit YZ depends on the
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presence of foreign g.>.aae, (in this ease the predefine

of forsign gases decreases tho tondonty to explode,

wheraa at the lower limit the inert gas facilitates

explosion) bat not at all on the diameter of the

reaction tuba* fix* aquation for the explosive limit

21 has been found to be:-

To explain these exoloslvo limits it was suggested fey

Sawanoff that the reactions under consideration wnre

©bain reactions, Just as the hotoeyntbeoia of AGl is

a ohain reaction, bat that initiation of the chains

was brought about by a thermal proea&s instead of

pbotoehO'tioally, sad that tus lower and upper limits

wore at that point where "branohing*' of the chains

Just balanced the deactivation by the valla of the

vessel and by the pa u

Until X9&8 it was thought initiation of chain

ructions occurred horaegenocoaly, either thermally or

photoeheoio! lly. About this time it was suggested

that aoiaci activated mo looale or atom could be formed an

a surface and then leave the surfaba with sufficient
■

energy to start a r action in the gas* For Instance«

in 1986t earner end Soras, whiia working on the reaction

between 00 and 0 , obtained results whioh led the® to
§&

suggest that a chain reaction eculd be started at a
10,

surface* Bodenstoin had found the CO-Cb reaction to

be hetero enecoe, bat Garner and Goon found that up to

580°e (and above for • rossurea lass than o*si ami the

reaction is heterogeneous, but that whan the rata of
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surface interaction exceeds a certain amount, a flame

is generated in the gas mixture, The surface reaction

does not appear to influence the explosion phenomena

beyond supplying sufficient energy to start the homo¬

geneous reaction: as long as the minimum energy is

available and the pressure is above the critical value

the flame makes its appearance, The supply of larger

amounts of energy by the surface reaction does not

appreciably alter the pressure at which ignition will

occur at any temperature. This constancy of ignition

pressure led Garner and Gomm to suggest that a chain

mechanism was responsible for the explosion, and that

the chain reaction taking place just before explosion

might be of a different character from that in the

flame Itself.
11.

Lewis and Feitknecht bring evidence to show that

the bromine sensitised decomposition of ozone is a re¬

action thft starts on the walls and is then propagated

through the gas. It is suggested that Br^Og is formed
at these temperatures, while at higher temperatures it

tends to decompose and liberates molecules or atoms

into the gas space, which are capable of starting

chains. The evidence here for surface initiation is

however rather scanty.

In the ease of the decomposition of C1C) it has
12, 2

been found that while the rate of reaction varies as

(G10.J » it also varies directly with the total gas
£0

pressure, a fact which suggests the presence of a chain
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reaction. They also found that by treating the walls

of the vessel it was possible to keep C10g without any
reaction for a certain time, at the end of which ex¬

plosion occurred. from this fact they concluded that

the wall was the origin of the reaction, as otherwise

some reaction would have been observed during the in¬

duction period. While not unreasonable, the explan¬

ation is not the only possible one, for it is known

from packing experiments that the walls are responsible

for destruction of chains.

Rather more important experiments from the point

of view of surface starting of chains are those of
13. 14.

Alyea and Hsber and Alyea, in which crossed streams of

hydrogen and oxygen ware employed. Streams of

hydrogen and oxygen were made to cross each other in

an atmosphere, and under suitable conditions no ex¬

plosion or inflammation took place. On introducing a

quartz rod into the meeting point of the streams, the

gas exploded and the flame persisted until the rod was

withdrawn. The quartz rod was at a temperature below

that of the mixed gases so there could be heating

effect to cause the explosion. Hods of glass, por¬

celain, copper or iron initiated explosion ju3t as did

quartz, but aluminium was ineffective. Thi3 may be

due to a film of oxide on the aluminium. Alyea has

explained the explosions as being due to an adsorbed

layer of hydrogen atoms on the surface of the rod.

Atom3 then leave thi3 layer and initiate reaction



chains which extend out into the gaa phase. 5Phe in¬

effectiveness of aluminium in bringing about explosion

might then be explained by the fact that alumina is

quite inert in bringing about the recombination of

hydrogen atoms'; find should be equally inert in the

activation of hydrogen molecules. The view that hy¬

drogen atoms start the chains is supported by the
16.

suggestion that hydrogen atoms, formed in the photo¬

chemical decomposition of ammonia, start chains in

hydrogen oxygen mixtures. This evidence, however, is
17.

not conclusive, as Taylor and galley show that the S3
d

group and intermediate oxidation products help to
18*

propagate the chains, but Haber and Oopenheimer,

mixing with oxygen a stream of hydrogen that had passed

over a hot tungsten wire, and therefore contained some

atomic hydrogen, observed inflammation at temperatures

lower than the explosive limit. Similar results were
19.

obtained by Semenoff, Nalban&jan, and Dubowiaty, using

a discharge tube instead of a tungsten wire to produce

the atomic hydrogen, and they also found the position

of the limit to be changed. Earlier experiments by
20.

Mitchell and Marshall showed that "active" hydrogen,

i.e., hydrogen which would reduce cupric oxide at lower

temperatures than would ordinary hydrogen molecules,

was formed when hydrogen containing small amounts of

oxygen was led over a platinum catalyst. It was

suggested at the time that this active hydrogen was
21.

EL, but later work: has shown it to be atomic hydrogen.
o
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2£.
Taylor has suggested that atomic hydrogen be

formed at a surface in the following way. Assume the

oxygon to be adsorbed on the surface in the atomie

form 3(0). Than there are two reaetions capable of

liberating atomic hydrogen.
/

(1) 3(0) + HP 3(0£t) + H
/>

(£) S(OH) +- 3(0H) H

Disregarding the heats of adsorption it is known that

both these reactions are exothermic in the gas phase

and thus provide a possible means for the release of

Hydrogen atoms.

Further use of the method of crossed streams was

made by Thompaon^fn investigating the carbon disulphide

oxygen reaction, and it was found that surfaces aided

the explosion as in the hydrogen oxygen reaction.

The position regarding the surface starting of
25.

chain reactions has been summarised by Hinahelwood.

Mora resent experiments are those of Melville and
£6.

ludlarn, in which the reaction between oxygon and

phosphorus vspour is initiated at a surface. The

effect of hot metal filaments of Pt. Au. Ag. W and Mo

on the reaction were investigated. It was found that

using a Pt filament the reaction takes place wholly on

the surface of the filament, but that with a tungsten

filament it was possible to start a reaction in the

gas phase. It Is probable thin for some reactive

3ub3tanee to be formed on the surface of the filament,
which then leaves the surface and starts reacti^ in
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the homogeneous phase* The effect of the inert gases

aeon and argon was found ©nd it was s »ea that tha re¬

action waa accelerated in presence of these gases*

The neon had a smaller sooalaratad effect than tha

argon, *a la to ho expected owing to its smaller

atomic diamator and mass* The result© were worked

oat and war® found to agree with © theory based on
Sf*

Semcso ff' 4 expro03 ion: -

C/*- aooiiatant dependency on nature of inert gas.)
This shows conclusively that the reaction takes piss®

not wholly on the surface tout is predominantly a gas

phase reaction* These resulta and those of Alyea end

Hctoer show quits definitely that, given suitable eon-

dltions, it is possible to start 0 chain reaction at a

surface* Further experiments using filaments were

done toy Hitchle, and hitahie, Brown and Muir. It was

found that a chain reaction between sulphur and oxygen

could toe started on the surface of a filament of metal

and pyrex glass, iindor suitable conditions a glow

throughout tha reaction vessel was obtained on switch¬

ing on the filament, and inert gaa effects compatible

with the reaction being a chain reaction ware obtained.

It is ceeo jaary at this stag® to make soma distinction

between two possible types of chain initiation at siur-

(1). Initiation fey a purely chemical reaction -

©n ©torn or radicle on leaving the surface can, by

£8. £9,

faces*
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virtue of some chemical property, react with other

molecules in the gas and start chains. Such a reaction

is that between phosphorus and oxygen, where it has

been suggested that the gas reaction can he caused by

hydrogen atoms leaving the surface.

{£}. Reaction started by atoms or molecules

leaving the surface which, by virtue of their energy.

can di33caiate or activate moleaulea in the gas so that

a chain reaction results. It was suggested by Garner
9.

and Gomm that this hind of reaction might occur in the

ease of carbon monoxide and oxygen.

Thus, in order to study a chain reaction, there

are three stages to bo considered

(a) Initiation of the chain.

{b) Propagation of the chain carriers through the

gas phase.

(q) Destruction of the chain carriers.

Ifow if the chains are started by thermal mean3 in the

gas phase, it i3 not possible to separate experimentally

(a) from (b) and (s). If, on the other hand, chain

centres can be formed on a surface, aay a hot filament,

and shot out into the gas phase, it is possible to

alter the conditions of formation of the centres without

affecting materially the propagation and destruction of

them. It has, in fact, been shown that a hot tungsten,

molybdenum or glass filament*can be used to initiate a
30.

stable chain reaction between phosphorus and oxygen.

Sxpariments have also shown that the oxidation of P
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is a similar reaction to the oxidation of phosphorus
31.

itself - a stable chain reaction can be started by

means of a mercury arc (photo-sensitised reaction) or

a zinc apart (direct reaction). Thus with suitable

means of formation of chain carriers, phosphine oxygen

mixtures below the explosion limit are capable of

propagating stable chaitfs. It is then reasonable to

expect that a hot surface, such as a filament, could

be used to investigate the mechanism of the phosphine

oxygen reaction.

Apart from qualitative demomstration of such

heterogeneous initiation, the method may be employed

to elucidate several points in the theory of chain re¬

actions. Before these are enumerated and their impor

anee emphasized it will be desirable to give a detailet

account of the quantitative theory of the oxidation of

phosphine, both at the explosive limits and also out¬

side the limits.

Suppose that there are two chain carriers Xo and

Xp and that these react thua:-

Xo + PEL = Xp veloe. coefft. = tC„
c o

Xp +- 0g s Xo .ate. " " * kg
Let the rate of production of Xo (from the sourea of

the reaction and not from destruction of Xp) be F(c),

i.e. a function of the concentration of the reactants.

The fact that the walls of the vessel inhibit the

explosion, clearly shows that the chain carriers are

destroyed there. The rate of this process is K Xo
iv
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and K Xp , whore £ is the rate that Xo, Xp diffuse

through the gas mixture to the walls, These assumpt¬

ions alone do not admit of the possibility of explosion,
8.

It was Semenoff who realised that it was neeesaarj to

assume that in some collisions two chain carriers

emerge from the colliding bodies, in other words,the

chain branohes. Further, suppose that branching

occurs in Xp - 0S collisions and that the probability
of branching in such an effective collision is (c* -1) •

i.e. <X is the mean number of Xo formed in an effective

Xp - 0^ collision, The stationary concentration of
Xo and Xp may now be written down and can be given in

the equations:-

M - - Kfr-J - °
JUc

- kJ'lN - K^pJ " o.

SoLv ,,n*5 (xp] *(x0J

jy ~j _ kjo-j Ro -t- K F^)
K k}(PHj(pJ +- KfpJ) -t- KjPMj] +- !K*

£
This may be simplified in two ways: K oan be neglect¬

ed, for, k„ To 1 or kc T, H„7 ara large compared with Z
1 •- <r 6 u o

if the chains are long; also k< can be put eoual to

ic,,* Xxact experimental data in support of these
o

simplifications are given in experiments on the photo-
31 32

chemical oxidation of phosphine »,* $k it 4%

that (a) a considerable distance below the lower

limit (1mm. total pressure) the chain length is about

10R (b) nearly every collision in the above reaction
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is an effective one.

In order that the reaction may be explosive, the

denominator of the above expression must approach aero,

and it will be observed from the above theory that this

possibility is purely dependent on the negative value

of the first term of the denominator. As the pressure

of a phosphine-oxygen mixture is raised the first term

will increase more rapidly than the other two, and thus

the value of the denominator will approach zero and

explosion ooour. At the limit then:- .

k*[e$p,j - K |[oJ +■ [PWJ]
In the explosive region the denominator (equation 1)

will be negative, bat as an upper limit exists, some

other additional factor which is unimportant at low

pressures makes an appearance whereby the value of So

Is brought baok to a finite quantity. The exact form

of this factor is not known.
.

Outside the limits, at room temperature, F(e) is

so small that there Is no measurable reaction. If,

however, the rate of starting be sufficiently increased,

then it should be possible to observe and investigate

the kinetics of a stable reaction outside the limits.

This possibility has been realised in the photo-
31,3£

oxidation of phosphine below the lower limit, and

the kinetics of the stable and explosive reactions

have been shown to bear a very exact interrelationship^
The main problems requiring elucidation are theses-

l.Tha form of the inhibition factor causing the
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appearance of the upperllimit. The relationship of

the kinetics of the stable and unstable reactions

above and at the upper limit.

2. The nature of the transition from the stable

reaction below the lower limit to that above the upper

limit.

3. The mechanism of the surface reaction leading to

the ejection of a chain carrier.

4. Displacement of limit by alteration of rate of

initiation of chains.

(It will be observed from the above equation for the

limit that the factor F(o) has completely disappeared.

That is, the limit 3hould be independent of the number

of chains starting. If this is really the case then

neither limit should be altered if the rate of initiation

is artifaoially changed; e.g. by presence of a hot

filament.

First of all a detailed study has been made of

the thermal decomposition of phosphine on tungsten and

molybdenum; this is followed by an Investigation of

the mechanism of the oxidation. Unfortunately only

small amounts of oxidation reaction proved to be

homogeneous. In consequence the problems tabulated

above cannot be solved by the filament method. In

the second part of this thesis photochemical methods

have been used to provide the data lacking oxving to

the oxidation taking place almost exclusively on the

surface of the filament.
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Preparation of Gases.

(a) Phosphine was prepared by dropping potassium

hydroxide on phosphonium iodide. The impure phosphine

evolved was then passed over sodium hydroxide* calcium

chloride, and finally phosphorus pentoxide.collected

in a liquid air trap, and then fractionally distilled

three times, the first and last quarters being re,looted

in each distillation.

(b) Hydrogen, oxygen, argon, nitrogen and ammonia

came from cylinders end were purified by the following

methods:-

(1) Hydrogen. Passed over Pt Asbestos and then

to remove oxygen as water.

(2) Oxygen. The cylinder oxygen was 99^ pure,

and the only treatment was passage over phosphorus

pantojcide to remove moisture.

(3) The "inert gases", argon and nitrogen were

first of all passed over a hot tungsten filament to

remove oxygen, and then over phosphorus pentoxide.

(4) Ammonia, Purified by fractional distillation

over liquid air, after passage over soda-lime.

Apparatus.

The essential parts of the apparatus were made of

soft glass tubing and are shown dis^rammatlcally in
Pig. 1. The reaction tube (K) was 3cm. in diameter

and about 20cm. long. This was surrounded by a water

bath kept at a constant temperature, usually 20°C.
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The reaction tube was evacuated by a three stage

mercury condensation pump, baoked by a "Hyvac" oil

pump. With this arrangement a pressure of less than
-5

10 mm. of mercury could easily be attained. In

addition to gas reservoirs and pipettes, suitable aide

tubes which could be cooled in liquid air were connected

to the apparatus in order to facilitate the analysis of

gas mixtures containing phosphine. A small Tbpler

pump (B) WS3 used for transferring gas in the reaction

tube to a tube containing a platinum wire for analysing

hydrogen oxygen mixtures obtained in the oxidation

experiments.

Several types of pressure guage were used. Mo,

MS 8c M4 ware capillary mercury manometers which were
used for measuring pressures above 30mm. For the

lowest pressures the MeLood guage (Mc) was convenient,

and as the volume of the bulb was known (EOOcc.) it

could be used to find the volume of any other section

of the apparatus. For higher pressures a glass

spring manometer was used. Later experiments were

made with an oil manometer (M). The right limb of

this manometer was of much wider tubing (E'Bcra.)- than

the left limb (0#4om.), so the movement of the oil in

the left limb for a given pressure change was nearly

double that in a manometer with limits of equal bora.
Apiezon oil ''B" (Shell-Mex and B.P.) of v.p. less than
„7

10 mm. Hg was used and it did not appreciably dis¬

solve the gases whioh were used in these experiments.
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The oil was thoroughly degassed before using by warm¬

ing for several houra in a vac. The tap lubricant

used was Apiezon gwease "L".

The filaments ware made of G'lmm. dia. Tungsten

and Molybdenum wire and were for the moat part spot

welded to 1mm. lickel leads. In the earliest experi¬

ments » attempts were made to pinoh the filament in the

nickel wire, but this was unsatisfactory as the resist¬

ance of the assembly altered and temperatures could

not be determined accurately. In this respect the

spot welding was quite satisfactory. The nickel leads

were in turn spotwelded to borated copper clad wire

with which the metal-gla3S seals were made.

Determination of filament temperature.

In order to eliminate, as far as possible, end

losses, the filament was constructed in an unusual

manner. Preliminary experiments had shown that the

rate of decomposition of the phosphine was conveniently

measurable below 600°, so it was not possible to read

the temperature of the centre portion of the filament

by a micropyrometer and correct for end losses by
33.

oaloulation and so some method depending on the ohange

of filament resistance with temperature had to be used*

The principle of the new method is as follows.

Two filaments, one three to four times the length of

other, are set up in the reaction tube and run under

identical conditions. The reaction velocity due to

each filament is determined as well.as the hot and cold
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resistances of the two filaments. The rate of reaction

due to the larger filament, less the rate of the small

filament, is then the rate due to a central pertlon of

the larger filament, ivhich is at an approximate con-

stant te.vpexature throughout its entire length.

Similarly, the difference of resistances of the twoc

filaments gives the resistance of this central portion,

and from the resistance temperature ourve of the metal,

the mean temperature of the central portion can he

accurately calculated. To ensure that the filaments

did ran under identical conditions, each formed the

arm of a Wheatstone bridge, in which circumstances

small losses in the connecting leads were simultaneously

balanced out. The electrical connections are shown in

fig. 2* and denote the large and the small

filaments respectively, while R^ and Rg are variable
resistances, in the form of slidewire3, whereby and

1*2 can be balanced out. R^ i3 a fixed resistance.
R-p Rg, and R^ were made of "Oonstantan" wire of such i
a diameter as to carry the bridge ourrent (less than

2 amp.) without appreciably changing In resistance.

The resistance of each was of the order 1 ohm. R
4

and R& ware of much higher resistance (oa. 1000 ohms).
Before setting up the bridge it was necessary to

find how long the small filament should be in order to

eliminate and losses. The choice of dimensions wa3

facilitated by the fact that when PH^ is decomposed by
the filament, a film of red phosphorus appears on the
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surface of the glass tubs containing the filament,

How when decomposition was carried out at low pressures,

it was found that the film appeared only on the surface

of the glass opposite the central part of the long

filament, and that the ends of this film were quite

definite. The length of the deposit was taken as a

means of finding the effective part of the filament,

For a l£om. filament the film was oa. 9cm, long. The

small filament was therefore made 3cm, long.

With and in circuit, suitable temperature

and pressure ranges were found and the bridge balanced

by adjustment of fig, fi4 being kept constant at lOOOw.
a run was then made and the rate calculated by the

method described below. With the same phosphine

pressure another run was carried out, being sub¬

stituted for F • Hg, fig, fi4, and fig are all
known, so the resistance of the filaments F^ and Fg
could easily be calculated. HgWas 60cm. of oonstantan
wire, fi 1*263 ohms, per am. Ma the range of tempera¬

tures used in actual experiments was small it was un¬

necessary to find the reaction velocity due to each

filament, at the several temperatures used.

To find the cold resistance of the filaments, a

small current, not greater than 0*2 amp. was used, and

the reaction tube was filled with gas to prevent the

filament heating up. Than fi& was adjusted so that
there was no reading on the galvanometer. The resist¬

ances of Ip J*£ are then found by balancing out the
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short filaments "by Kg and calculating f1 by proportion.
These values were chaoked regularly (at least dally).

To adjust the filament at any desired temperature *

1*5 is set at a certain value, and the current through

the filament altered by the rheostat until the res¬

istance of t 3 filaments are exactly able to balance

the bridge. In order to calculate the filament temp¬

erature, the resistance of F< for each particular value

of must be known. This is simply done by balancing

out Fg by
(ffote. During each experiment, owing to change in

^pressure in the tube, the rate of loss of heat alters,

end so to maintain the b lance the current through the

filament must be continually adjusted by moans of the

rheostat Efi).
A specimen calculation follows#

Gold. 20°0. Eg « 44 cm. wire.

H5 • 1090 w.

E4 - 1000 w.

Eg s 60 cm. wire.

Beaistance of long filament leads STo^oxl0O° */^63*/0 ~ 1X1
it *i Bhoyt M ?1 n x I*2.G>3 * /O ~ oty(o

r\
" " mid. portion at 20 C s o tf-

" whole long fiit. at S0*| * 0 <oS^% - 0<2>bG
" 0°0 * o 79/ (fr. tables)

n " leads s o <ffc> - Q (-S" x ^ = o 34-
* mid. portion of long i'ilt. at 0°G * 07It *■%.

m
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X

Calculation of Temperatures - got

R^ set at 440.
Rg * 41*2 cm. wire.

Eg » 60 cm. wire.
R. * ICOOw.
4

Ha3is. of long fiit. end leads - /'£££ xiz<ozxi o~*toi-:

" " short " " * /-2<j3x 4/2. x/o~a
a os"2

* " mid portion of long flit. * 2-3$
Ratio. Reals. Koala at 44Ow balance

m
Re a is at' "0°C * o^f3

» UOX

Temperature (from curvet) « (oOf0C
-

To reduce rates of reaction to the value of the

rate due to the central portion of the longer filament,
.

a correction of 4,i. found by the method previously-

outlined, had to be made. The bridge currents for

filaments of 0*1 mm. diameter ranged from 0*3 to l*5amp.

Whenever a new filament was put into use it was subjected

to a thorough outgassing by heating to a red heat for

several hours in vacuo less than 10 nan. In later

experiments the filament was glowed for a short period

(c. 30 sec) in vacuo between run3. The resistance

temperature curves for the molybdenum and tungsten wires

used, were determined by the following mathodi-

A long spiral filament of wire was set up with nickel

leads in a form which could "be placed in an electric
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furnace. In order to balance out the resistance of
i—«—„

the leads at the various temperatures, there was

placed beside the assembly a similar support on which

the filament was shortened, The resistances of the

filament and leads, and the leads alone at various

temperatures were found by means of a simple Wheatstone

bridge arrangement. Temperatures were measured by

means of two silica thermometers.

The results are given in table A. See also graohs

(1) Tungsten filament £9*5 cm. long, O'laaa.dla.

Temperature, assistance of filament,
rt. in ohms.

o°c £*33 X
467 7*65 3 *£8
51£ 8# £9 3*56
555 8*89 3'81
403 6*95 2-96
£6£ 4*88 2*10
35b 6* £8 £•69
309 5*73 £•46
1£ £•51 1*08

(£) Mo wlre 3Qom, ©• lmm. die.
X

1*5 2*05 1*00
16 2*17 1*06
352 5*35 £•66
661 8* Q£ 3*96
496 7*33 3* 57
444 6*89 3*36
404 5*40 3*1£
£44 4*64 £*36

Although molybdenum and tungsten were used entirely in

these experiments, one or two runs wore attempted with

niokel wire and with Vacsteel wire (a He - JPe alloy).

To decompose the phospnine these had to be heated to

about the same temperature as had the Molybdenum and
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Tungsten, "but they did not survive more than one or

two experiments, involving the decomposition of about

5mm. phoaphine in a volume of £OQcc» The phosphorus

appeared to attack the metal rendering it very brittle

and finally causing its complete disintegration,

presumably owing to tne formation of a phosphide.

Molybdenum and Tungsten seemed to withstand the reaction

for an indefinite period without undergoing any marked

change in catalytic activity.

Molybdenum Filament.

Products of reaction.

There is a pressure increase during the decom¬

position which can only be due to the formation of

hydrogen, but the question arises as to whether all

the hydrogen is liberated into the gas phase. iSxpari-*

mental data given below support the view that the de-
*

composition can be represented by the equation,

4PHg * P^fred) +- 6Hf no appreciable amount o f p2% on

any of the soled hydrides of phosphorus being formed.

What is more important from the point of view of chain

initiator molecules, is the mechanism of the formation

of the phosphorus. Although a red deposit appears on

the walls of the reaction tube, phosphorus vapour may

also be produced. There are therefore two possible

end states in which the phosphorus might occur;

(1) Amixture of red phosphorus, white phosphorus,

and phosphorus vapour.

{£)&ed phosphorus entirely.
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Another possibility is the intermediate formation of

P4 or of white phosphorus, since normal P^ molecules
might avaporate offthe filament in the first instance,

collide with the walls, and eventually return to the

filament where they are altered in soma manner so that

on striking the walls again, red phosphorus is formed,,

the formation of red phosphorus from phosphorous vapour

(P4 icols-) has been repeatedly observed in a tube con¬

taining a molybdenum or tungsten filament sufficiently

hot to decompose phoaphine.

To decide the matter, the following experiment

was done, which was typical of several. 0*92mm. of

phosphino was admitted to the reaction tube, which was

surrounded by & carbon dioxide ether bath at -80°C.
The filament was heated until there was no further

pressure changej the pressure increase was 0*46®m.,
>

thus confirming the equation given above. The hydrogen

was pumped off and the bath withdrawn to allow any

white phosphorus to evaporate. 0*63mm. of oxygen was

added but no glow oould be observed nor was there any

observable pressure change. The absence of glow in¬

dicated that the pressure of P4 was less than £ x 10 $w,
which is tlio pressure of P. at the lower explosive

limit with 0*6mm. of oxygen in a torn. tube. Thus no

appreciable amount of phosphorus vapour was formed.

Had the phosphorus evaporated from the filament, as

normal J?4 molecules, these would have been condensed

on the cooled glass surface and re-evaporated when the
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tuba was warmed to room temperature. This experiment

also provides evidence that there is no intermediate

formation of white phosphorus or of phosphoras vapour.

The phosphorus must therefore leave the filament in

suoh a form that it condenses on the surface, i3 ad¬

sorbed, and ultimately forms red phosphorus. Nov/, it
34,35,36.

has 'been shown that molecules polymerise to red

phosphorus on hafcting a glass rface, and it is there¬

fore probable that the phosphorus leaves the filament
■

as Is? molecules.m

Another confirmatory experiment was done. 6m. o

phosphine occupying hOOco. gave a film, of red phosphor

which just exhibited interference colours. The film

was l©cm, long and the diameter of the tube £ora., do

that it would require at least 3 x 10 g. of red phos¬

phorus to produce sucn a film, whereas £G0co. of phos-
mZ

phlno at 6mm. would yield £*4 x 10 g.of phosphorus on

decomposition.

A curious effect was noticed during these experi¬

ments. Although the film of red phosphorus was usually

of uniform thickness, an soma instances patches of the

reaction tube remained only slightly covered, while in

other parts the deposit was dense. It would appear

that the walls exert a definite activity towards the

formation of red phosphorus. It is cf interest,

therefore, that not only is the combination of atoms on

a wall dependent on its nature, but also in this oase

the polymerisation of molecules. No experiments have
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at certain intervals the reaction tubes were cleaned

with aqj]bromine water to remove red phosphorus, and

were subsequently washed out with water and dried.

As these decomposition experiments are preliminary

to the study of the oxidation at pressures below the

lower explosion limit, the pressure of phosphine used

ranged from a few mm. down to the lowest pressures

which could be accurately measured on the McLeod guage,

The general procedure at the higher pressures was to

admit phoaphina to the desired pressure switch on the

filament current, and take pressure readings at con¬

venient time intervals. Care was taken during the

run to see that the reading on the galvanometer 3

(Fig. 2) did not move appreciably from zero. This

was done by slowly altering R& during the run. About
3 seoonis was sufficient time to heat the filament up

to the desired temperature. As a slight lag was

noticeable on the galvanometer, care hed to be taken

during the heating up that the initial surge of current

did not heat the filament too much, even though the

galvanometer did not swing over to the side represent¬

ing a too high filament temperature. On heating up

the filament there is a small pressure increase due to

heating up of the gas. A correction has to be applied
to the observed pressure in order to find the true

value at the temperature of the walls of the reaotion

tubes; this was measured by filling the reaction tube
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with oxygen and finding the pressure increase on heat¬

ing the filament to the temperature at which it will

subsequently ha U3ed. This procedure was repeated

for different pressures. Oxygen has nearly the same

thermal conductivity as phosphine and does not react

with the filament at the temperatures used for decom¬

position of phosphine, A similar series of experi¬

ments were done with hydrogen. As the eorreotion for'

oxygen was only double that for hydrogen, a linear re-

ftation was considered to be sufficiently accurate when

calculating the correction for mixtures of the two.

The appropriate correction could then be applied for

the phoaphine hydrogen mixture, as the hydrogen so-
■

cumulates during the reaction. For a 1 : 1 mixture,

therefore, the correction factor would be the mean of

those for ph03phlne and hydrogen alone,

A typical series of pressure time observations,

at a number of different initial phosphine pressures,

is given in Table 1, t|. being the time taken to decom¬
pose half the phosphine originally present. All

pressures are in mm. of mercury, and times t in minutes;

column 2 { PHg %) is the actual observed pressure and
is the pressure increase corrected for the small

heating effect.
TABL3 I.

{j ,, 'Sxperimont 59, „

0 0*67 0 — -- 2*0 0*90
0*5 o*74 C* 04 0*08 0*«
1*0 "0*78 0*07 0*07 4*0 0*93
1*6 0*81 0*10 0*07 4*6 0*94
2*0 0*84 0*16 0*075 5*0 0*95
2*5 0*86 0*17 0*068 5*5 0*96

/-V
0*21 0*070
0*23 0*066
0*24 0*060
0*26 0*056
0*26 0*052
0*27 0*049
0*34
2*4 mln.
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Experiments 59-63 are preliminary experiments

using single filament.

Length of Molybdenum filament, 14.9 cm; diameter

of filament, 0.01 cm.; temperature of filament, 464°;

volume of reaction tube, 90 c.c.; temperature of re¬

action tube, £0° C.

Experiment 60. Experiment 61.
t. rphj.C.J apA t. Tr^ro, /Ir/t
0 1*16 0 mm 0 2*01 0 mm

0*5 1* 25 0*04 0*08 0*5 2*12 0*02 0*040
1*0 1*30 0*09 0*09 1*0 2*17 0*07 0*070
1* 5 1*34 0*13 0*087 1*5 2*22 0*13 0*087
2*0 1*38 0*17 0*085 2*0 2*27 0*18 0*090
2*5 1*41 0*21 0*084 3*0 2*34 0*25 0*081
3-0 1-44 0*24 0*080 4*0 2*42 0* 34 0-085
3* 5 1*47 0*27 0*077 5*0 2*50 0*42 0*084
4*0 1*50 0*30 0*075 6*0 2*57 0*50 0*081
5*0 1*56 0*37 0*074 7*0 2*65 0*58 0*088
6*0 1* 62 0*43 0*071 8*0 2*71 0*64 0*080
8*0 1* 68 0*49 0*061 10*0 2*79 0*73 0*073
30*0 1*73 0*54 0*054 12*0 2*85 0*79 0*066
12-0 1*75 0*56 0*047 14*0 2*90 0*84 0*060

0*58 1*00

% s 3*6 min. ti
2

a 6»0 min.

+
Experiment 62.

•f*
Experiment 63.

V.

0 2*74 0 0 3*58 0
0* 5 2*86 0*01 mm 0*5 3*79 0*06 0*120
l'O 2*93 0*07 0*07 1*0 3*86 0*13 0*130
1*5 2*95 0*10 0*067 1*5 3*89 0*17 0*113
2*0 3*01 0*16 0*080 2*0 3*94 0*22 0*110
3*0 3*11 0*27 0*090 3*0 4*01 0*29 0*097
4*0 3*20 0*36 0*090 4*0 4*14 0*43 0*107
5*0 3*31 0*48 0*090 6*0 4*33 0*63 0*105
6*0 3*38 0*55 0*091 8*0 4*48 0*78 0*099
8*0 3*52 0*69 0*086 10*0 4*62 0*93 0*093
10*0 3*68 0*85 0*085 12*0 4*78 1*10 0*092
12*0 3*79 0*97 0*081 14*0 4*88 1*20 0*086
14*0 3*88 1*06 0*075 16*0 5*00 1*33 0*083
16*0 3*97 1*15 0*072 19*0 5*08 1*41 0*074
18*0 4*00 1*19 0*067 1 79
20*0 4*03 1*22

T *
0*061

% - 9*5 min.

ti * 8*0 min.
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The first characteristic to be noticed about these

results is that the time of half life increases with

increase of phosphine pressure. Similarly, the initial

rate of reaction is maintained and does not decrease

until a large fraction of the phosphine is decomposed.

Further, the initial rate only increases 50for an

increase in original phosphine pressure of from 0*67

to 3#58mra.

The effect of hydrogen was next investigated to

find whether it might modify the course of the decom¬

position as it accumulates in the system: no influence

could be measured as is seen from the following series

of results:-

Sxpt. PHS %
24 1*98 mm

25 1*92 0*92
26 1* 84 1* 79
28 2*01
29 1» 84 2»90

31
1*9
1*8
1*6
1*5

From the foregoing results it may be concluded

that at pressures of the order of a few mm* of mercury

the course of the decomposition conforms nearly to a

reaction of zero order. This suggests that the phos¬

phine i3 becoming adsorbed on the surface and that the

decomposition is taking place there.

The deviation of the above results from a reaction

of zero order, suggested that at lower pressures

adsorption of phosphina might be so muoh less marked,

that the reaction would become unimolecular, Exper¬

iments using the McLeod guage as manometer were there-
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fore done. J*or this the procedure had to be modified

to a certain extents phoaphine to the required press¬

ure was passed into the reaction system and the filament

switched on at the desired temperature for a given

time, after which the pressure was determined. This

was repeated until most of the phosphine was decomposed.

Conditions were arranged that the time taken to heat

the filament to its working temperature was about 2$
of the time of reaction. Even so, zero time was about

two seconds after the filament current had been switched

on, and about one second before it attained its con¬

stant temperature. The volume of the McLeod guage

and connections was determined so that the observed

velocity could be reduced to the value obtained in the
■

reaction tube used in the high pressure experiments.

TABLE II gives a typical series of runs using

the same filament and temperature as in TABLE Ij k is

the unimolecular coefficient, l/t.log, «—, where a' 10 B-X

is the initial pressure of ph03phine, and x that of

phosphine decomposed after time t. Volume of apparatus

was 390c.c«, t* is time of half life in volume of 90c.c.
f

TABLE II.

Conditions of filament same as those in TABLE I.

t. PH -r Hp k Af/t.
Experiment 67.

0 1 ■ .1240 0 — ——

1 0 *1450 0.0210 0.178 0.021
2 0.1685 0.0345 0.176 0.0173
3 0.1690 0.0450 0.180 0.0150
4 0.1755 0.0515 0.193 0.0129
6 0.1825 0.0585 0.209 O.G098
8 0.1835 0.0595 — 0.0074

0.0620
/

t^ 1*8 min., t|. 0*42 min*
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t PH + H
3 2

A.p k 1.
dxperitent 68.

0 0*0695 0 —

1 0.0845 0*C150 0*246 0*0150
2 0*0925 0*0230 0*236 0*0115
3 0*0970 0*0275 0*227 0*0092
4 0*0985 0*0290 0*196 0 0072
6 0*1000 0*0305 0*133 0*0051
8 0*1115 0*0320 0*146 0*0040

0*0347

l'i-....
•

. •, if H 1 *36 rain.; t '* 0*313 min.

0*0385
Experiment 69.

0 «»«. «***

1 0*0490 0*0105 0*342 0*0105
2 0*0520 0*0135 0*263 0*0067
3 0*0550 0*0165 0*282 0*0055
4 0*0565 0*0180 0*297 0*0045

1*08 min.; t'^ 0*281

.Experiment 70.
0 0*0190
1 0*0235 0*0445 0*278 0*0045
2 0*0270 0*0080 0*217 0*0040
3 0*0275 0*0085 0*328 0*0028
4 0*0277 0*0087 0*259 0*0022

0*0095

t^ 0*95 rain.; t*^ 0*220 min.

0
1
2
3
4

0. 0060
0. 0080
0. 0085
0. 0087
0. 0067

t

Hxperlraent 71.
0
o. 0020
0. 0025
0. 0027
0. 0027

0*70 rain.; t

0.176
0. 38
0. 33

0*162 min.

0- 0020
0. 0013
0- 0009
0- 0007

Sven at quite low pressures the time required for

half decomposition is 3lightly dependent on pressure,

"but the approximate constanoy of the values in column

4 of Table II indicates that the reaction is nearly
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unimolecular. The value of ^f/t drifts considerably
as is to be expected.

If the reaction were of zero order, then on plot¬

ting log t| against log ft , a straight line of unit
slope should be •btained, whereas a onimoleoular re¬

action would give a line parallel to the log/^axis,
since t;1 would be independent of pressure. Such a plot
has been made in fig. 3 from the results in Tables I

and II. At higher pressures the slope of the curve

is unity, but gradually decreases until at 0*005 mm.

it is nearly zero. The ourve could not be extended

to rouoh higher pressures since the half life period

would have been several hours. On the other hand,

had the reaction rate been increased by raising the

temperature of the filament, the order would have risen

owing to evaporation of adsorbed phosphine and con¬

sequently a much higher pressure would be required to

approach the zero order reaction. This can be seen

from the results shown in fig. 4.

Temperature Coefficlont.

The measurement of the temperature coefficient of

the reaotion, owing to its transitional character,

allows of the estimation of two quantities. First,

the energy of activation (3) of the reaction on the

Molybdenum surface can be calculated from the variation

Of t^ with temperature from the usual formula
d log (l/t^)/dT a S/RT. The apparent energy of act¬
ivation (Q) of the uniroolecular reaction is composed of
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45.
two terras: the energy of activation (S) on the surface

minus the heat of desorption (A) of the adsorbed phcs-

phine. Since Q is easily measured A can be calculated.

In the transition reaction Q will vary between these

limiting values. It has been seen that at the low

pressure of 0*005 mm., the reaction is not quite of

the first order: hence in determining the temperature

coefficient, two seta of experiments were made. In

the first the temperature of the filament was maintain¬

ed constant, the variation of half life with pressure

plotted, and the curve extrapolated to zero pressure,

mother similar series of observations was made for

another temperature, and the results al30 extrapolated

to zero pressure of phosphine. The ratio of t^ for s
zero pressure for the two temperatures was used to

calculate Q.

Table III contains the data for this calculation,

and fig. 4 ahows plotted against phosphine pressure.

TABXuS III.

Temperature of reaction tube 20°; Temperature of

filament in (a) 645°; in (b) 574°.
(a)

ISxpt.
t* 73-
0 0*0255
1 0* 0330
2 0*0347
3 0* 0367
4 0*0375
5
6 «•«»

Values of p'

Sxpt.
74*

0*0445
0*0515
0*0576
0* 0605
0*0635
0* 0650

iSxpt.
75-

0*1310
0"1515
0*1650
C * i.7 70
0*1850
0*1915

W
Sxpt.
76.

0*0580
o*(^a$
0*0776
0*0805
0*0845
0*0*855

Sxpt.
77.

0*0865
0*1040
0*1120
0-1200
0*1255
0*1270
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(b) Sxpt. Bxpt. iSxpt. iSxpt.
t 78. 79. 80. 81.
0 0*0610 0*0955 0*1365 0*0410
1 0*0660 0*1030 0*1465 0*0455
£ 0*0695 * 0*1075 0*1515 0*0485
3 0*0735 0*11£0 0*1585 0*0515
4 0*0760 0*1175 0*16£5 0*05£5
5 0*0805 0*1£15 0*1700 0*0540
6 0*0810 0*1£55 0*1735
7 mm 0*1£80 0*1816 ..

iSxpt. atpt. Sxpt.
t BE. 83. 84.
0 0*0117 0*0130 0*1090
1 0*0133 0*0157 0*1145
2 0*0157 0*0160 0*1175
3 0*0160 0*0173 0*1££Q
4 0*0163 0*0187 0*1£65
5 .» ***» 0*1E75
6 ... 0*1310
7 mm ... *■» ■—

In experiment 84, 0*0385 mm. of hydrogen was

present initially and as seen from fig. 4, t, lies on

\;he carve, so hydrogen has no effect on the low press¬

ure decomposition.

The value of Q has heart calculated frora the curves

in fig. 4 at different phosphine pressures, and it is

3aen that Q gradually increases with J?H •
o

PHa
Hate 1 0 {kg.-cal.)
Hate 2

0 2*00 15*1
0*02 E* £4 17*5
0*06 £*61 £0*8
0*10 * ,2*79 ££•3
0*£0 £*80 ££•3

al
t show ? that i£he lower temperature 464° the

reaction is not unimolecular, whereas at the higher

temperature, where phosphine is much less strongly ad¬

sorbed, unimolootilar characteristics are more closely
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obeyed, i.e., t, is nearly independent of PH.
t 3

Measuramenta of the temperature coefficient were alao

made at higher pressures with the results given in

table IV.

TABLE IV.

(Temperature of reaction tube 17°, Volume of apparatus

and filament as in (Table 1.

Expt, PH Temperature
3 of filament.

44 1*97 23 420°
45 1*91 18 420
46 2*19 15 428
47 1*96 6*1 448
49 1*92 1*35 497
52 1*96 5*2 459
53 1*92 11*6 435

Energy of activation E s 39*2 kg.-oal*

The heat of desorption of the phosphine is thus

39*3 - 15*1 s 24*£ kg.-col. As this value is essentially

calculated by extrapolation af the low pressure results

to zero pressure, it represents the heat of desorption

of phoaphlne from an uncovered molybdenum surface.

Tungsten filament.

Tungsten did not behave an exactly the same way

as molybdenum in this reaction. The pressure increase

acconpsnying the complete decomposition was, however,

exactly half the initial pressure of phosphine.

Similarly, phosphorus was deposited as the red variety

on the walls of the tube, On carrying out experiments

similar to those with the molybdenum filament to

determine whether white phosphorus was an intermediate
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product, some traces of it ware found, e.g., in one

experiment, after the phosehine (0.5mm.) had been dee*

composed and the reaction tuba par&jSiad out at a temps
eraturo of about ~70°C, on admission of a few mm. of

oxygen, and on warming to room temperature, there was

a bright flash of about 1 sec. duration. There was

no succeeding continuous glow and no noticeable ohange

in pressure on the oil manometer. The amount of

white phosphorus produced by the reaction was thus

estimated to be I933 than 0.05mm.

Experiments with tungsten were done wholly with

a double filament S3 this method should give a more

accurate measure of temperature.

TABLE V•

Temperature of Tungsten filament « 560°C. Lengths

12 cm. and 3 cm.

Experiment 253. Vol.* 324 00. Experiment 256.

t. % PH3 k t. PHjjHg PH3 k
0 0-488 0*488 0 0-967 0*967
1 0*498 0*469 0*018 1 0*985 0*910 0*026
£ 0*506 0*448 0*019 2 1*003 0*875 0*022'
4 0*526 0*413 0*018 4 1*037 0*809 0*019
8 0*557 0*339 0*020 & 1*100 0*701 0*018

t/4 6*Omin. t/4 6'4min.

Experiment 257. ressurQ3 Experiment 260.
measured by McLood Guage. Vol. 3 *58l cc.

ph3 % ph 3 k t. ph^hg ph3 k

• 0 00855 0 *00855 0 0* 1122 0 1.122
0 *00860 0 *.00845 0 :Q055 1 0* 1148 0*1070 0.022
0.00915 0.00735 0 *033 2 0*1183 0*1000 0*025
0.00980 0 .00585 0 .041 4 0*.l£25 0*0916 0*022
0 01080 0 00400 0 040 8 0 1303 0*0760 0*021

t/4 3 2,8min; t'/4 « 1.6min, t/4 • 5 • 6r?;ln; t '/4s3.1min
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:Sxpor iment £61.
Vol. 5&1 co.

gxparimont £71. Usinglig: manometer, vol. l£l.oo.

t.

0
1

jS
4
8

p%t-H2
0* 0412
0*0434
0*0403
0*0472
0*0505

ph3
0*0412
0*0368
0*0330
0*0292
0*0226

0*049
6*048
0*038
0*033

t.

0
1
2
4
8

PH3 EtJ

029*0
30*3
31*2
33*3
37*0

29*0
26*4
24*6
20*4
13*0

k

0*022
0*025
0*022
0*021

t/4 - 2.9 min; t'/4 - 1.6 min. t/4 = 3.4; t1/4 = 9.1min.

Experiment 275.
Vol U1 oo.

Experiment 278. Oil
manometer, vol. 121 cc.

0 262*5 262*5 0 0*795 0*795
1 276*0 235*5 0*047 1 0*854 0*677 0*070
£ 283*0 221*5 0*037 3 0*904 0*677 0*070
44 294*0 199*5 0*033 4 0*989 0*407 0*073
8 311*5 164*5 0*025 8 1*102 0*181 0-080

t/4 ■ 4*0;
Jt

t'/4 = 10*. 7. t/4 -l .7 J t'/4 = 4 £ mil

Sxperiment 279. Experiment 280.
Vol . lkl CO • Vol. 121 cc.

0
K% -•

.

0*396 0*396 0 0 099 0 (199
1 0*429 0*330 0 080 1 0 111 0 075 0 120
£ 0*458 0*272 0 082 £ 0 117 0 063 0' 098
4 0*504 0*180 0 086 4 0 130 0 036 0 104
8 0*558 0*672 0 092 8 0 140 0 016 0 092

t/4 • 1*5; t'/4 -

■■■> t/4 -10; t'/4 * 2»6mi

n.

In Table V the results of a series of experiments

are given in vhich the pressure was varied from 0.00855mm.

to .2625 mm. The volume of the apparatus including

the particular manomotrio system in use is shown; the

time (t/4) required for the reaction to go 25jo of its
full is given at the bottom of tho record of
each experiment. t'/4 is the value of t/4 corrected

to apply to an apparatus of volume 324 co. The

observe! reaotion velooity is due to the two filationts.
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In order to calculate the rate produced by the central

portion of the long filamnnt t/4 mast he Increased by

4$S. k is unimolooular, veloc. coeffioiont as in

Table XI.

First it is noteworthy that t/4 does not markedly

depend on pressure. In fact a 30,000 fold pressure

only changes t/4 by 133S than a factor of 10, vizt-

frorn 1,6 to 10.7. The reaction is therefore nearly

unimolecular as is further shown by the constancy of

k in each run.

The following are typical of experiments whioh

were made with a pressure of added hydrogen of the

same order as that of the PH^. No inhibitory action
was noted either at high or low pressure.

TABLE VI.

Filament same as Table V.

Experiment 274.

Temper vture of filament
658 C.

Experlroent 276.
&L.7m H£at~start.

t PHg Hg
<

t H2 PH,,
o

0 30 *0 30*0 0 61*0 29*3
1 37*9 14*2 1 69*0 13*3
£ 39* it 11*6 2 70*4 10*5
4 41*0 8*0 4 71*3 8*7
8 41*9 6*2 6 71*9 7*5

Expttiiiaaat 62.
- *""

o
Temperature 655 0.

iSgporlment 68.
Temperature 655 Q.

0
2
4
6
9

12

0* 0530
0*0639
0*0705
0* 0747
0*0780
0*0793
t/2

0*0530
0*0312
0* 0180
0*0096
0*0030
0*0004

2.6 rnin.

0 0 * 1033 0*0423
2 0*1124 0*0241
4 0*1167 0*0155
6 0*1204 t * 0-085
9 0*1227 0* 0035

12 0*1240 0 * 0009

t/2 -2.7 min.
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TABLE VII.

Experiments with constant phosphide pressure and

varying temperature.

In these experiments after the ran had proceeded

for a given time, the filament was switched off, and the

P BT.C. measured after the PHg had been condensed out
with liquid air* Time was allowed for condensation

and remixing before restarting the runs and corrections

for cooling of aide tube and v.p. of phoaphine made

just as in the oxidation experiments.

Vol. of apparatus 324- cc. Length of long filament

IE era. and of sbi

Experiment 246.

Time in P%*-H;
mins.

0 0*395
4 0*397
8 0*400
16 0*408

Experiment E47.

0 0*401
1 0*4£3
E 0*444
4 0* 47E
8 0*516 '

Experiment 248.

0 0* 399
1 0 435
2 0*467
4 0*521

>rt filament 3 cm<

Temperature 437°C.

Af k ±.
+

0*002
0*005
0*013

0*0005
0*003
0*003
0*0025

w

0*0005
0*0006
0*0008

Temperature of filament 6l6°C.

0*022
0*043
0*071
0*115

0*046
0*043
0*042
0*045

0*022
0*022
0*018
0*014

Temperature of filament658°C

0 *036
0*068
0*122

0 D85
0 *085
0 100

0 036
0 034
0 030
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Experiment £49. Temperature of filament 560°<

t P% H2 Ap k s*
0 0*400 t

1
9

0*412 0*012 0*034 0*012

4
0 * * ^ *
0* 441 0*041 0*030 0*010

8 0*475 0*075 0*025 0*009

Experiment 250. Temperature of filament 495°C

0 0*404
2 0*411 0*007 0*006 0*0035
4 0*416 0*012 0*006 0*003
e 0*425 0*021 0*006 0*0025

16 0*442 0*038 0*0055 0*0024

From the above values of k and temperature, the

value of Q - Decomposition on Tungsten - is £3.6 Kg.Cal.

In order to find if Q varied over a range of

pressure, as in the ease of Molybdenum, experiments

vera done to find E at both high and low pressures.

Low pressure results. Tomj>t of nlament. „ ,THT 1. 2. Half-life (
Bxpt. 77 0*0685 523°0 407°

78 0*0675 48£°C 359°
80 0*0596 560°C 441°

from these results Q » £3,8 Kg Gal

High preasure results.

19£
49£
96

Expt. 86
89
90
91

4*27
4*59
4'36
5*19

5600
5£20
48£°
4150

441°
407°
359°

120
240
720

3000

Q = 25.8 Kg. Cel.

In Table VII ere given three series of results at

different pressures over a range of filament temperature.

The energies of activation Q are practically identical,

and therefore in agreement with the fact that the

reaction is unimolaoular over this range of pressure.
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The temperatures given under (2) were calculated by

the old method of measuring the resistance and assuming

a constant temperature along the whole length of the

wire; The calculations by the new method (1) are

appreciably higher. The discrepancy is shown more

clearly by a calculation of Q« The first and third r

results of the low pressure experiments give Q * £8.7

Kg.oal, whereas the lower temperature gives Q * 18.7

Kg.cal. Although the absolute value of the temper¬

ature and energy of aotivation Is not at present of

any great theoretical importance, yet the discrepancy

might altar the significance of any theoretical dis-

ous3ions in comparing similar reactions catalysed by

filaments of different materials.

31-FIRCT OF ATOMIC HYaihGhJ ON THi-I CATALYTIC

DISCQMPOSITIOff 0 T HO 3 PHIIB AITJ AMMONIA.

In the photo-ohemloal experiments on the deoom-
31.

position of phoaphine, it was shown that atomic hydrogen

can react with the transitory intermediate products of

the dissociated molecule to reform phosjbhina; similar
Hi

effects were obtained with ammonia by Melville. It

was suggested that the inhibition was due to the re¬

action H PHg (NIL,) (IHg) occurring at the walls
of the reaction tube. Now, if the decomposition of

these phosphine and ammonia molecules with the pro¬

duction of surface compounds of the nature W - PHg or
W - PH, then it should bo possible, in principle, to
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"bombard with hydrogen atoms the filament upon which

phosphine or ammonia is boing dissociated, and so re¬

tard the rate of decomposition. Tho result of such

an experiment is somewhat diffioult to interpret for

phoaphine, sinoe the possibility of reduction of the

phosphorus in the gas phase or at the walls before

condensation to the red modification, must be consider

The experimental procedure was similar to that

adopted in the decomposition experiments (246 - 25^4,

the atomic hydrogen being produced by collision with

an optically excited mercury atom. The reaction tube

in fig. 1 was replaced by one of 3ilioa, 2.5 cm. in

diameter, whilst the filament assembly remained the

usual three point arrangement. This tube was joined

to the apparatus by means of a silica-glass ground

joint, and in order to keep the concentration of mer¬

cury atoms constant, a small drop of mercury was placed

in the tube. The mercury lamp (water cooled) was set

up about 10 cm, from the tube and a shutter fixed be-
.

tween it and tho tube. The phosphine was first of all

admitted to the tube, measured on tho oil m nometar,

and then condensed out with liquid air. The hydrogen

was then admitted and the two gases allowed to mix,

and the total pressure read on the manometer. Runs

were thus done with both filament and lamp simultaneoul

eously (Ku), with the filament alone (F), and with the

lamp alone (L). At the and of each the phosphine was

condensed out, and p.N.C, found. It was not possible
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to use the oil manometer with ammonia, a3 thl3 gas

dissolves appreciably in the oil. ilso, as pointed

out "before, a nickel filament could not he used for

phosphine owing to disintegration. Care was taken

that the run If was done before the run ?, so that any

decrease in rate caused by the lamp oannot be due to

the deposition of phosphorus cutting down the light

supply. Some results are given in Table XVIII.

TABLii XVIII.

Gas filament 0£i»*e^ PH^HHr, P&> PHadffiJ Conditi.

PH'x ; Mo. 5 0* 286 0*636 Ol£4 1
Mo. 5 0*292 0. 636 0.189 LF

5 0*fi96 0*633 0*248 f

HEL Mo. 2 2* 08 4« 06 1*44 f
0 2 1*83 4*20 0.00 i

2 1*03 4.20 0*90 LF

Mo. 2 1*92 5*58 1*62 F
2 1 *92 5-38 1*14 FL
£ 1*77 6*88 0*07 L

NBL W. 23 2
2

ML W. 2
* 2

£

ML m 22
2
£

2*04 4 04
1 *93 4 02
1*84 4 12

1*84 3*66
1*91 3*59
1*98 3*60

1*87 3*74
1*95 3.57
1*96 3-67

1*14 W
0*01 1
D*67 I F

0*87 FL
0*09 L
0*84 F

0.29 F
0.15 Mi
0-00 1

w. 4 0*278 0*682 0*153 IF
4 0*298 0*580 0*049 L
4 0*283 0*582 0*186 F
4 0*308 0*111 1

■41 inspection of this table reveals that in each

set of experiment's both with tungsten and molybdenum

and nickel filaments, the amount of gas decomposed by
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the filament and lamp aimoltaneously is lens* then that

when those agents are ©paratad separately, I.e. atomic

hydrogen retards the deeo«j>osition,

MgQPSalQH.

The results cry be aoasasarieed aa follows* -*t

pr***orca leaa than 0*1 mm, and at the temporetor® of

the experiments, pfcoaphine decompose* according to a

anlmolcoalar lew on tungsten and molybdenum filaments;

the rate of reaction la unaffected by the presence of

molecular bydrgon# Ho inhibitory influence of

phosphorus o«n be detected, This is eImply explained

by the feet that aa aeon ua it 1 seres the filament

surface it ia removed from farther possible notion by

condensation in the red for® on the walla of the react¬

ion tube. It is else seen from the resalt* that the

activities of the two catalysts, tungsten and xnolybde:

epteer to bo of the ua.no order of magnitude. On in-

ereaaing the pr .-•ssar•» of yhoaphine, it* adsorption on

molybdenum increasea rather mor > r&pidly than on

tungsten, so that with the former filament the ro action

tend* to bo of aero order, * tailat the onlooleauiar law

is still valid fox the latter.

As these filamenta function at comparatively low

temperature*, it is improbable that I'm hydrogen

liberated daring reaction is anything but normal

molecules, poai®»w.ing translations! energy correspond¬

ing tc the tempore tare of the wire, inch « molecule

la therefor® unlikely to bare sufficient energy to
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enable it to initiate a stable chain reaction between

phosphine and oxygen. In the cs3e of the phosphorus

it must be different, for when P. moleoules derived

from white phosphorus condense on a cold surface, they

do not in general condense to the red modification.

Hence the molecules of phosphorus evaporating from the

filament are not normal P. molecules.
* 34.

In a paper by Melville mention has been made of

experiments in which phosphorus vapour at low pressure

has been passed through a silica Jet at 700CG, and the

resulting molecules projected by means of anot/ier cool

Jet on to a glass surface at -80°. This experiment

gave rise to a deposit of red phosphorus on the cooled

surface. low, it has been shown by Preuner and Brock
35.

moller by vapour density ttoasureiaants, that when

normal moleoules are heated, molecules are pro¬

duced. This has been verified by absorption band
36.

spectrum measurements of Jakolawe. Thus it is shown

that red phosphorus is formed whan P molecules oon-

dense on a cool glass surface. The temperature of

|ths filament in the present experiments is quite suffic¬

ient to dissociate molecules. Further, in experi¬

ments on the Initiation of chains in phosphorus oxygen

mixtures by hot filaments, it was observed that mere

heating of a tungsten or molybdenum wire to 500° in

phosphorus vapour produced a deposit of red phosphorus

on the reaction tube. It may reasonably be concluded

therefore, in absence cf evidence to the contrary, that
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P molecules avaporato from a filament upon which

phoaphina molecules are being decomposed. The quest¬

ion then arises a3 to whether tha30 Pr moleeules can

initiate a chain reaction between phosphine and oxygen.

Phis question is dealt with in the next section of this

thesis,

There is, as might bo expected, a general simil¬

arity between the decomposition of ammonia and of
tke ceLp^^e.1^ ^ recctev- stabO-ci^ c.p t/vc prtner

phosphino. In accordance wiih^th© temperature to
which the filament must ba raised, in order to obtain a

measuroable rato of reaction, is higher for it than for

phoaphimj e.g.. on tungsten, phosphine has a half

life period at 5Q0°C similar to that of ammonia at
o 40,41,4;;.

1000 0, as found by Kunsman in an apparatus of similar

dimensions. nevertheless, it is surprising that the

decomposition of phosphine on tungsten is unimolocul-ar

at pressures where aero-order conditions obtain for

ammonia, The ammonia is therefore much more strongly

adsorbed. It would be of interest to compare the

heats of evaporation (X) of tho two gases for the

same filament by measuring the temperature coefficient

of the reactions over a wide range of pressures in

order to find whether is greater than A(1®L^
At low pressures both reactions are unimolecular.

With a molybdenum filament both gases at high

pressures decompose according to a aero order law, lib

results for ammonia on this metal at low pressures are

available, but in Kuneman's results for ammonia on
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molybdenara at different temperatures, a plot of the

logarithm of the time required for half decomposition

against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature

gives a curve whioh shows a decrease in the apparent

energy of activation at high temperatures. This curv¬

ature is possibly due to the smaller adsorption of the

gas at high temperatures, whereby the order of the re¬

action increases from zero to unity.

According to Ktmsmar^s results for ammonia, one

difference between ohonphine and ammonia is that hy¬

drogen does not inhibit the decomposition of the former,

whereas with the latter inhibition is pronounced both

at high and low pressures. Those results are however
45,

questioned by Hailes, who found that in the case of

ammonia there is no deceleration of reaction rate due

to hydrogen. He also suggests that the falling off

in rate of reaction observed by Ehuagroan was due to the

reduction in ammonia pressure caused by decomposition.

If the surface of the catalyst is oatalytically

uniform and if any displacement of adsorbed reactant

by hydrogen wore considered to be the means whereby

the retardation takes place, then it is not to ba ex¬

pected that there should be any difference between the

effect of hydrogen on *ha decomposition of the two

gases. However, assuming retardation by hydrogen in

the ammonia leoomposiMon, the discrepancy could be

explained in either of the following waysj-

1» The catalyst is not of uniform activity and
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the ammonia decomposes ok ©entree* which can easily "be

covered with hydrogen, whereas different active centres

for pb.csphi.ne are not affected fey hydrogen.

£. Hydrogen not only displaces ammonia, but after

or ag a consequence of feeing adsorbed, it becomes

sufficiently reactive to attack the intermediate pro-

do.cts of decomposition of the ammonia molecule and to

regenerate ammonia# In the second case then, inhib¬

ition fey hydrogen would be due essentially to a chemical

reaction, and it is therefore reasonable to suppose

that there would fee s marked difference in the condition

for the appearance of inhibition.

More evidence showing that any inhibition should

be due to a mechanism similar to case Z above la seen

in Table XVIII* Here it is seen that the simultaneous

production of atomic hydrogen with the dissociation of

ammonia or phoaphlne leads to a retardation of the

latter process, This result is to fee expected for

ammonia, as, if Kunsman's results are to fee believed,

molecular hydrogen is an inhibitor for the decora? ositLem.

The dissociation of Eh o means of excited mercury

atoms no doubt facilitates adsorbtion, for it virtually

removes the necessity of activation which is required

when a normal molecule collides with the catalyst.

The inhibition must accur on the surface of tho wire

since atomic hydrogen does not attack molecular

nitrogen in the gas phase. The hydrogen atoms prob¬

ably react with the surfsee compounds II - HH or M - ,
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44.
which are formed during the deocmpoaition.

That a similar mschanism holds for phosphine is

probable from the following argument. If a mixture

of phosphorus and mercury vapour is illuminated by a

mercury lamp, there is a deposition of red phosphorus.

The molecules are therefore changed in some way,

probably to molecules, that they undergo the

allotroolo transformation. If hydrogen is present
45.

also, no appreciable amount of phoaphine is produced,

that is, atomic hydrogen does not attack thase reactive

molecules derived from P„» If the same molecules4

give rise to the red phosphorus in the thermal decom¬

position experiments, then it i3 improbable that

atorelo hydrogon can reaot with them to give phosphine,

The retardation which is observed must therefore have

taken place on the surface of the filament itself in a

similar manner to the ammonia reaction. It would be

somewhat surprising, in view of the similarity in the

behaviour of atomic hydrogen with respect to ammonia

and phosphine, if in the former case inhibition by

molecular hydrogen wore present. It is possible that

the difference may be due to the fact that the higher

temperature of the filament, necessary for decomposition

of ammonia, supplies energy of activation required by

a normal Hg molecale, before ad3orbtion can take place.
The energies of activation (3) for the decom¬

position of ammonia on tungsten, molybdenum, and nicke
40.

are all of the same magnitude, viz. 45 Kg.-cal, which
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is higher than the values for phosphine. Other re-
47.

suits by Hinshelwood and Burk give results of about

37 ICg.-eal, These values were t- ken at pressures of
45.

about 100 mm. of ammonia. later results by Hallos

at lower pressures give results appreciably smaller

than 45 iCg.-oal. He points out what the apparent

energy of activation (Q) consists of two quantities,

viz.. the heat of adsorption A, and the energy of activ¬

ation a (cif. the decomposition of ph03phlne on moly¬

bdenum)* The heat of adsorption ( M increases as the
46.

degree of saturation of the aurfaoe decreases. Thus

at low pressures Q decreases and is about 27 Kg.-oal

at pressures of a few mm., which does not greatly

differ from that of phosphine under similar conditions
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THS OXIDATION Oi!1 PHQ3.HIH3 ON TUHGoT AND

MOLYBJGNUM ?ILAMBflT3.

In the first part of this thesis the kinetics of

the thermal decomposition of phosphino on tungsten and

molybdenum ware investigated. This was done as a
t

preliminary to the study of the oxidation at pressures

below the lower critical explosion limit. Tha purpose

of the present experiments was to determine if the

oxidation was a ohain reaction, the chains "being

started on the filament and terminated on the walls.of

the reaction vessel as in the case with phosihoru3-
57.

oxygen mixtures. Further it was suggested in tha

discussion on the mechanism of tha formation of the

red phosphorus in the decomposition, that Pr molecules
2*

may evaporate off the filament. As it has been shown
30.

that P2 molecules initiate chains in - 0g mixtures,
it wa3 expected that they might also provide reaction

centres for the ohain oxidation of phosphina. On the

other hand, as oxygen is strongly adsorbed on a tung¬

sten surface, it is possible that the decomposition of

phoaphlne would be markedly inhibited and that the

phosphorus formed would undergo a purely surface oxid-4

stion without giving rise to chain initiator molecules.

There are a number of other possibilities but they need

not be detailed until the results have been disoussed.

Three criteria exist whereby the ohain character

of the reaction may be recognised:-

(a) The appearance of a glow, the intensity of
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is proportional to the rate cf oxidation.

(b) The acceleration of the reaction rate by the

use of wider reaction bulbs, and

(o) The acceleration produced by the taddfition of

inert gases to the reaction mixture. These three

criteria are fulfilled in the oxitation of phosphorus.

Suppose, however, that an appreciable part of the

reaction took place on the surface of the filament,

exclusive of the small proportion of the heterogeneous

reaction required to start the chains. The glow would

still be observed, but the rate of the reaction would

no longer be proportional to the square;of the reaction

vessel diameter, (as in the oasa of a chain reaction)

nor would the acceleration by inert gases be so marked.

Owing to difficulties arising from the variability of

the surfaces of reaction bulb3 of differing diameters,

it is sometimes not easy to verify the diameter law,

and therefore in this case the inert gas effect has

been used to determine what fraction, if any, of the

reaction oonaists of a chain process. This acceler¬

ation by inert gases can be calculated from experiments

on the effect of the gas on the lower explosion limit,
39.

for it has been shown in the phosphorus experiments

that the observed increases in velocity are in agreement

with the v&luss calculated from the diffusion theory.

»JHB«SKTAL.

Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as that

used in the first part of this thoaia, and tho divided
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filament method was used to moaspre the temperature of

tthe filament. The pressures that oould be employed

were, Gf coarse, now restricted by the occurrence of

explosion at about Q.9 mm. - 1 mm. for the 1:1 mixture.

An oil m noma tor was used for the majority of the ex¬

periments. Its range was 1 .£6 mr«., using a microscope

to read the level of the oil and the sensitivity of

this arrangement gave each reading correct to » .008mm.

or better. Both molybdenum and tungsten wer° appar¬

ently unattaekad by the reactanta or the products of

reaction, for, on examination of the filament surfaces

by means of a microscope, no pitting or roughening

could be observed, and the diameter as measured by a

micrometer remained the same throughout a long series

of experiments. It was observed, however, that the

activity of the wire gradually foil off with use, but

could easily be restored by heating the wire to about

1000°C in vacuo by means of an electric current.

Between eaoh run the filament was glowed at this temp¬

erature with the pumps on for about 20 seconds, and,

as can be seen from the experimental results below,

the adoption of this procedure kept results reproducible

within fairly close limits.

A difficulty appears when the method of measuring

the rate of reaction is considered, for the nature of

the products depends on the relative proportions of the

phosphine oxygen mixture. When oxygon is in deficit,
i

the reaction is mainly

PHL+ 0
2 k

HH) t- H,k k
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aa can be 3aen from the fact that the pressure at the

end of an®xperirr.ent3 using a Itl mixture is ^ust half

the original total pressure of reaotants. (-fept. ).
'

With a large excess of oxygen a more highly oxidised

form of phosphorus acid is obtained and the amount of

hydrogen produced is not proportional to that of the

oxygen used up. With equivalent proportions, the

rate might be measured by finding the decrease in phos-

phine or oxygen pressure. .Another, end simpler, method,

as EK>, has an inappreciable vapour pressure as meaour-

©d by the oil manometer, is to follow the reaction by

means of the decrease in total pressure during its

course.

The total pressure during a run, however, does

not give a true estimate of the rate of reaction.

(This can be seen from experiments 158 tc 164, Table

VIII. where, with constant phosphlne pressure, at low
.

oxygen pressures, there is an inore.se in total press¬

ure during reaction, whereas at higher oxygen pressures

the change is a decrease in pressure.

TABLE VIII.

Mo. filament, total length 15 em.» 0.01 cm. in diameter.
o *

Temperature 563 C, Volume of apparatus 230 oc.
158. 161. 162. 163. 164.

initial
PEL 0.432 0.429 0.411 0.434 0.429

Ofc 0.407 0.303 — 0.199 0.101

Time total pressure.
0.5300 0.839 u. 732 0.411 0.633

1 0.820 0.727 0.429 0.636 0.542
2 Q.300 0.715 0.445 0.635 0.548
4 0.758 0.699 0.474 0.636 0.564
8 0.702 0.675 0.624 0.640 0.591

16 0.622 0.583 0.625 0.610
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To find which of the methods would prove moat

suitable, analyses were made of the PH„ - SL - 0 ,odd

mixtures at various stages in the reactionuand with

differing initial proportions of phosphine and oxygen.

The phosphine was removed with liquid air and the

hydrogen-oxygen mixture withdrawn by the Tdpler pump

into a small tube, fitted with a platinum filament and
J

containing calcium chloride. The filament was heated

until there was no farther pressure change. Oxygen

was then added and another combustion carried out, in

order to determine whether the residual gas after the

first combustion was hydrogen or oxygen.

Table IX gives the complete results for a number

of runs using a molybdenum filament.

The procedure in experiments 172 - 189 was es follows

Ihosphine was passed into the reaction tube and its

pressure measured. This was then condensed out into

the side tube and oxygen was then added. The phos-

phina was then allowed to evaporate and when the side
_

tube had warmed to room temper tore, the total press¬

ure of gas was reed on the oil manometer. The initial

oxygen pressure was then found by difference. (To

admit the oxygen in well regulated quantities it was

found suitable to use a two way tap, with the central

limb sealed off short and the straight bore sealed up,

aa a pipette). The filament was than heated for the

required time and the pressure again determined,

liquid air was applied to the side tub# to condense



FilamentandapparatusasTableVIII.
TABLEIX.

Sxpt.No.
Reaction Time.

SH3

°2

Final press.

Ap

fNC

AM3

Hg

172

8

0.425

0.406

0.515

0.316

0.364

0.274

0.305

173

4

0.416

0.405

0.557

0.264

0.371

0.230

0.253

174

£

0.415

0.394

0.633

0.176

0.371

0.151

0.220

175

1

0.415

0.395

0.685

0.125

0.374

0.104

0.133

176

1

0.405

0.200

0.567

0.038

0.200

0.037

0.089

177

2

0.400

0.199

0.544

0.055

0.212

0.068

0.136

178

4

0.409

0.188

0.531

0.066

0.231

0.109

0.159

179

8

0.409

0.197

0.517

0.089

0.286

0.178

0.220

181

1

0.412

0.098

0.497

0.013

0.105

0.020

0.062

182

2

0.416

0.097

0.494

0.019

0.133

0.055

0.089

113

4

0.400

0.097

0.476

0.021

0.160

0.084

0.119

184

8

0.409

0.097

0.486

0.020

0.221

0.344

0.148

186

1

0.413

0.784

0.874

0.322

0.660

0.198

0.196

187

2

0.416

0.778

0.756

0.443

0.611

0.276

0.181

188

4

0.411

0.768

0.628

0.551

0.557

0.340

0.215

189

8

0.411

0.753

0.582

0.582

0.546

0.375

0.230

f °2 0.059 0.118 0.151 0.241 0.110 0.076 0.073 0.066 0.042 0.044 0.041 0.466 0.429 0.342 0.316

Themeasuredreactionvelocityisduetobothfilaments. Temperatureofthecentralportionofthelongfilament.
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oat the pbosphine In order to find the pressure of H

and Og* A at nlari time of four minutes was usually
allocs1 for this operation, but thin time was i it su?a so d

' for largo non-ocnianaable pressures. As tbo rapour

pressors of phoachina at liouid air torn oratarea is

appreciable, tho proaaaroo read on tho nanometers ware

reduced by 0.007 mm. (V.P. of phosphino at tho temp.

of the lieaid air used) Suitable inaU corrections

ware also applied to the observed pressure of non-

condensable gas, owing to cooling of tho side tub# in

which the phoaphlna wea froasn out. Corn wea taken

that tho liouid air waa always tho same distance tip

the old# tube. Ap is th& change in total pressure

and 4 i!H,, tho decrease In pho a oh 1 no pressure, aoloulatad
9

from tho manometer readings. Etofortunstnly the anal¬

ysis of tho hydrogen oxygen mixtures wee not very so-

©urate, as, after compressing into tho combustion bult^

the total prescore was only about lOoms the results

are probably only accurate to about 10£«,

Had the reaction proceeded according to the equa-

tion i8„r 0 H. -+ HH>., , then the pressure of non-
& & & &

oonienscbjto goo should have remained constant, whereas,

as oen bo soon from Table IX, the pressure increases

to about doable its original vain© when trie oxygon

prossure is one fourth that of pho sphino {Sxperimentc

181 - 184), In experiments 178—179, where tho oxygon

p?#$atire is one half that of pho sphino, Z5 g c ioas not
'

Increase ; so quickly, and finally, when 0(-; :PH :E: 1,
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h.C. ao'tu®1l;yr decreases. In the firat caae then,
there must be some decomposition of the phoaphine ac¬

companying the oxidation, and in the laat oaae part of

the hydrogen will probably be oxidised to water.

These conclusions are supported "by the hydrogen oxygon

analyses, for in Bxperimenta 181 - 184 the value of

increases during the course of the reaction, but

in Experiments 186 - 189, i.e., with 0£ high, although
/'O.: steadily falls, thoro is no corresponding increase

in^Hv,. It Is evident that the change in total press-
-

ure ( Af ) cannot be used as a measure of tho reaction

rate. This can best be seen in Experiments 181-184,

where Af remains almost constant after two minutes, al¬

though tho change in the phosphlna pressure shows that

the reaction is still proceeding.

The best measure of the rate of reaction would

appear to be the ohange in phosphine pressure, with the

reservation that in comparing the rates with different

proportions of oxygen and phosphine, the initial rate

would probably give better results than determining the

time required for a definite fraction of the phosphine

to react.

For comparison with Table IX, a similar series of

experiments using a tungsten filament are given in

Table X.

Essentially similar results were obtained with

the tungsten filament. Even with a 1j1 mixture, there

is no very close correspondence between Af, 4 PH^, and



•Tamperatureoffilament768. DimensionsasinTableIX.
mo.

Sxpt.Ho.
Heaction

PH2

°2

Pinal

Time.

proas.

HC

P%

%

02

232

2

0.397

0.401

0.734

0.064

0.382

0.045

0.047

0.335

233

4

0.405

0.401

0.709

0.097

0.367

0.063

0.075

0.292

234

8

0.403

0.400

0.591

0.212

0.358

0.170

0.132

0.226

235

2

236

4

237

8

238

2

239

4

240

8

0.397

0.159

0.402

0.160

0.397

0.159

0.411

0.747

0.409

0.743

0.407

0.745

0.535

0.021

0.530

0.032

0.499

0.055

1.087

0.071

1.003

0.149

0.955

0.198

0.167

0.029

0.168

0.040

0.184

0.080

0.742

0.066

0.720

0.126

0.706

0.158

0.0320.135 0.0810.087 a.1220.061 0.1140.628 0.1760.543 0.2370.469

TftBLdXI

Sameexperimentalconditions.Mofilament. Time (mins.i 0 1 2 4 6

PH3
°S Total press. 0.831 0.702 0.635 0.574 0.515

0.425) 0.406)
PI*

172

PHo

0.4250 0.3360.089 0.2830.142 0.2240.201

0.403} 0.095)
191

0.498 0.488 0.476 0.466 0-4.R4.

PH3 0.403 0.373 0.349 0.310 n_par

mr

0.030 0.054 0.093 A1««

0.403) -) PH3 0.020 0.028 0.061 0.137

185

©»
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I , wMoh would be the oaaa if Hg and HPOg wera the
only products. In subsequent experiments to deter¬

mine the kinetics of the reaction, analysis of the mix¬

ture was affected at certain time intervals by condens¬

ing out the phosphina in tho side tube by means of

liquid air, and measuring the residual pressure of the

gas, After this the side tube wa3 heated up to room

temperature, and a short time (5 min.) allowed for the

gases to mix completely before again switching on the

currant in the filament. Corrections had, of course,

to be applied to the /b , owing to the vapour press-H|V»

ure of ph03phine at liquid air temperatures, and to the

cooling of the side tube.

In Table IX the pressure of phosphlne remained

constant end that of oxygen was varied; in Table XI

some additional results are recorded, as well as a

decomposition run in order to find by how much the rate

of oxidation was faster than tho rate of decomposition,

(Table XI is on page 59.)

Table XII gives a number of experiments in which

tho initial pressure was kept constant and phosphine

pressure varied.

TABLE XII.
Same experimental conditions'.1'11

Sxper. Total
on, press,204 0.490

Ap f3 m hs3 Time.
«»«» 0.376 0.114 * 020 0

0.058 0.348 0.084 0.030 1
0.093 0.339 0.058 0.066 2
0.140 0.316 0.034 0.080 4
0.164 0.305 0.021 0.093 8
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gxperiraent £05,

Time Total
Press. Ap l°HC

0 0.676 «... 0.376 0.200
1 0.451 0.126 0.346 0.106
2 0.384 0.192 0.327 0,067
4 0.331 0.246 0.314 0.017
8 %.* u ... ■> '

Af

0.096
0.143
0.183

Bxnerlment 206,

0 1.154 **>#» 0.372 0.782 —

1 1.099 0.056 0.395 0.704 0.078
2 1.050 0.104 0.397 0.653 0.129
4 1.005 0.149 0.433 0, 572 0.210
8 0.961 0,193 0.493 0.468 0.314

Experiment 807

0 0.768 0.371 0.397
1 0.653 0.115 0.355 0.298 0.099
2 0.596 0.172 0.352 0.244 0.153
4 0.543 0.225 0.354 0.189 0.208
8 0.495 0.273 0.363 0.139 0.265

Those data are plotted in figs. 7 * o . In the

former, the initial rate (H), the initial minus the

rate of decomposition of the phosphine and the quantity

1/T - 1/T0 (T is the time required for Af PHg to reach
O.lmnj., and TQ that for decomposition of phosphine)
are plotted against the oxygen pressure. The three

methods of plotting the results give closely parallel

results, and it may be concluded that the order with

respect to oxygen pressure Is two, since on plotting

l/T - l/T0 against ( 02) , the lino obtained is straight

(Pig."J ). Inspection of Pig ( 1 ). where Ap PH3 is
plotted against time for three different pressures of

phosphine shows that the order of the reaction is near¬

ly zero. It was unfortunately impossible to extend
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the experiments to higher pressures owing to the inter¬

vention of explosion.

itoing these experiments, it was observed that a

faint glow accompanied their progress. There was

thus an indication of part of the action being homo¬

geneous. In Table XIII, therefore, three runs are

given, using the same pressures of phosphine and oxygen;

in experiment £02 argon was present at the 3tart; in

202, argon was added after three minutes reaction, and

£03 is a run without argon. In all oases, as the de-

cre se in phosphine pressure shows, there is no change

in rate, and therefore an appreciable portion of the

present reaction cannot be a chain process, since

argon does accelerate the photo-chemical oxidation be-

low the lower limit. (Melville P.B.S. 198£ A, 138,
289).

TABLE XIII.

Mo filament, temp. 836 K

£01. PH3 0.409
0.380

A 0.513

203 0.434

0.375

0.603

Aj?H3 ^**3 AreH>
0.799 0.434

0.106 0.689 0,337 0.097
0.157 0.635 0.277 0.147

0.606 0.248 0.176
0.201 0.588 0.201 0.2144 1.082 0,208

£) m 0.566 0.203 0!231
0.547 0.169 0.2557

8 1.033 oafi8 0.251
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203.

0.424

An 0.375
Time

PH3 P%
0 0.799 0.424 <•»

1 0.693 0.330 0.094
2 0.632 0.274 0.150
3 0.596 0.241 0.183
4 0.579 0.220 0.204
5 0.563 0.199 0.225
7 0.547 0.178 0.246
8 • • ..

Experiments were also made at total pressures of

the order of 0.1 mm., hut again no acceleration by in¬

ert gaa could he observed. The homogeneous reaction

which i3 responsible for the appearance of the glow

must thus fee only form a very small part of the total

reaction. This is consistent with the fact that the

intensity of the glow la even loss than in the oxidation

of phosphorus, where the rate of oxidation was abcut

0.1 of that obtaining in the present experiments.

Temperature Coefficient. This was measured in

a straightforward manner: in order to ensure an aceur

ate comparison, the apparent energies of activation of

the oxidation and decomposition were measured with the

same specimen of wire, the one immediately after the

other.

(See next page for Table XI?.)

Tungsten Filament. The above results have shown that

oxygen does not displace adsorbed phosphina from a

molybdenum filament, since the rate of reaction is al¬

most independent of PHg, thus agreeing with the data



HvBLEXIV.

No.

PH3

°2

TempX

log10T/4

H

O

&

O

J#

£86

0.412

0.426

720

1.699

m

£85

0.426

0.416

691

0.230

£84

0.424

0.402

665

0.591

287

0.417

0.439

651

0.699

-

£88

0.420

..

878

«»

0.231

£89

«f

•

836

0.505

290

n

-

793

0.820

291

if

758

-

1.159

g

35.8 23*8

T/4isthetimefor25$reaction,i.e.fortheconsumption of£5$oftheT/2iathatforthedecompositionof 50$ofthePHg.

S
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on the decomposition. With tungsten , however, tho

decomposition at pressures of the order of 1 ram, is

onimoleoular, and therefore it might be expected that

the total order of the r 'action would be two if the

is not strongly adsorbed. The variation of tho

rate with fWL and/'CI. ie given by the data in Table

XV; the method of gas analysis arid general procedure

ware exactly the sarao as that adopted with molybdenum,

Including the glowing of the filament between the runs

in order to obtain reproducible results.

TABUS XV.

Tungsten filament, temperature 76S°K,

ffxporlLnent 821.

PHg 0.404

Time f hp ■PiHa ^PHg
0 0.815 * 0.404 -

1 0.780 0.035 0.381 0.023
2 0.739 0.076 0. 3152 0.052
4 0.689 0.126 0.323 0.081
8 0.617 0.198 0.272 0.132

Experiment 222.

'h 0,403
0.245

0 0.648 - 0.403
1 0.626 0.022 0.388 0,015
£ 0.603 0.045 0.367 0.036
4 0.669 0.079 0.337 0.066
8 0.526 0.122 0.297 0.106

Experiment 223.

PHg 0.403
Q2 0.412

0 0.487 - 0.403
1
2 0.477 0.010 0.883 0.020
4 0.470 0,017 0.363 0.040
8 0.461 0.026 0.333 0.070
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Experiment £24 Experiment 22ft«

PH^ 0.413 PH 0.420
0£ 0.819 0., -

Time y Ap fmz 'V PH
o I^PHg 4>PH,.o

0 1.232 m. 0.413 m, 0.420 ••

1 1.163 0.069 0.371 0.042 •

2 - - - • 0.407 0.013
4 1.020 0.212 0.269 0.144 0.398 0.022
8 0.892 0.340 0.184 0.229 0.368 0.052

Experiment 227. PHg 0.127; °2 °* 412
0
1

0. 539 - 0.127 M#

X

2 0.282 0.056 0.101 0.026
4 0.449 0.090 0.081 -

8 0.398 0.141 0.051 0.076

Experiment 228.

Pttj 0.262
Op 0.411

0 0.673 - 0.262 -

1 0.636 0.037 0.254 0.008
2 0.607 0.066 0.223 0.039
4 0.564 0.107 0.190 0.072
8 0.506 0.167 0.147 0.115

Experiment 250,

PHg 0.812
Og 0.398

0 1.210 w 0.812 4#

1 1.190 0.020 0.786 0.026
2 1.159 0.051 0.737 0.075
4 1.123 0.087 0.712 0.100
8 1.061 0.149 0.649 0.163

The data of Table XV are plotted l fig. 10

Curve 1. represents R - f0^ and curve 2,(8 * Hq) - 0^
Slotted against oxygen pressures, R0 being the rate of
decomposition of ph03phine. The rate is seen to be

nearly proportional to the oxygen pressure in the case
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of a tungsten filament compared with the bimolecular

coarse foand for molybdenum. Carve 2, is for vary¬

ing phosphine pressures and here the order is lass than

unity 3inoe the initial increase in R is not maintained,

but gradually falls off. If log B be plotted against

log ^PHr,, the slope of the line obtained is 0.5 and
i

therefore R . LSSs. )
2

The effect of argon was also investigated to see

if there was any measurable chain reaction, as a faint

glow was observed in these experiments. Again, how¬

ever, no acceleration could be detected so that the

reaction must occur almost entirely on the surface of

the filament. A run was also done with hydrogen

present at the start to see if any hydrogen formed

during the reaction could alter its course. These

results are given in Table XVI.

No. 251 TABLE XVI.

PH2 0.~99
©2 0.297
A 0.514

PH_Time Total p. Ag f B.C.
0 1.210 0.911 0.299

o

1 1.291 0.019 0.927 0.266 0.025
2 1.272 0.028 0.820 0.252 0.047
4 1.240 0.070 0.914 0.326 0.073
8 1.184 0.126 0.908 0.276 0.123

>. 252 PEL 0.395

°E 0.387

H, 0.484
0 1.266 d 0.871 0.295
1 1.234 0.032 0.864 0.270 0.025
2 1.199 0,067 0.847 0.352 0.043
4 1.152 0.114 0.850 0.302 0.092
8 1.084 0.180 0.845 0.229 0.156
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No. 241.

PH3 0.397

°2 0.391

Time. Total p. /•N.C. 1° iPHjj 4^PH3
0 G. 788 0.391 0.397
1 0.755 0.033 0.384 0.371 0.026
2 0.726 0.062 0.375 0.351 0.046
4 0.672 0.116 0.370 0.302 C.G95
8 0.592 0.196 0.362 0.230 0.167

Temperature Coefficient,
In Table XVII data are given for the oxidation

and decomposition at a number of different temperatures.

It will be observed that although the rate of oxidation

is not much faster than the rate of decomposition, yet

the fact that the pressure of noncondensable gas de¬

creases a little shows quite definitely that there is

very little decomposition accompanying the oxidation.

TABLE XVII.

For decomposition results see Table VII.

Oxidation.

Tempr.
No. 241.

Piu C.Time . Total p. Ap ^PH3
0 0.788 0.391 0.397
1 0.755 0.033 0.384 0.371 0.026
2 0.726 0.062 0.375 0.351 0.046
4 0.672 0.116 0.370 0.302 0.095
8 0.592 0.196 0.362 0.230 0.167

No. 242.
0 0.795 0.396 0.399
1 0.716 0.079 0.384 0.332 0.067
2 0.659 0.136 0.380 0.279 0.120
4 0.576 0.219 0.375 0,201 0.198
8 0.467 0.328 0.375 0.092 0.307

495°C.

560°C.
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no. 243 / / A .

Time • Total p, Ap fN.C, T PHg
0 0.794 0.395 0.399
1 0.699 0.095 0.389 0.310 0.089
2 0,621 0.173 0.382 0.239 0.160
4 0.527 0.267 0.374 0.153 0.246

No. 244
0 0.795 0.394 0.401
2 0.774 0.021 0.392 0.3Q2 0.019
4 0.756 0.039 0.385 0.371 0.030
8 0.731 0.064 0.374 0.357 0.044

16 0.690 0.105 0.365 0.325 0.076

No, 245
0 0.804 0.392 0.412
2 0.775 0.029 0.374 0.401 0.011
4 0.749 0.055 0.360 0.381 0.031
8 0.712 0.092 0.360 0.352 0.060

16 0.657 0.147 0.347 0.310 0.102

From these results "^oxid. = 21.8 Kg.oal.

Terapr.

606°C

42 5° 0

457°C

Aa tha purpose of this work wa3 to investigate

certain chain phenomena, two further efforts were made

to induce the initiation of chains. A silica and

also a pyrex filament replaced the tungsten one, but

although the rate of oxidation was greater than that

of the decomposition, no acceleration by argon was

observed. The pyrex filament was made by drawing

down pyrex tubing to a fine spindle and inserting tung

sten wire through the bore. To prevent reaction

occurring on the tungsten 3urfaoo, the wire was spot-

welded to nickel leads and the ends of the pyrax tube

filled in with lead.

Finally, owing to the fact that phosphine raises
39.

the lower oxidation limit of P4 - 0^ mixtures, Phos¬
phorus vapour was added to phosphine oxygen mixtures

in the hope that since a reaction occurs on the sur-
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face which leads to tho evaporation of a molecule cap¬

able of starting the - 0g chains, the same molecule
might provide centres for phosphine reaction. There

was, however, no acceleration of the reaction, indeed

a slight retardation was found. The pressure of

phosphorus vapour did not exceed 0.03 mm.

A peculiar observation with regard to the depos¬

ition of red phosphorus was made after a number of oxid¬

ations experiments had been carried out. The walla of

the reaction tube opposite the hot portion of the fila-

ment were covered by a fairly uniform layer of HP0o.2
When phosphine was decomposed on the filament, tho red

phosphorus was not deposited on top of the acid film,

but at the extreme ends of the tube where there was

little HPOfc. The phosphorus molecules (P^, as suggest¬
ed previously) are apparently efficiently reflected from

an HKh surface, but are relatively easily condensable

on a silica surface.

DISCUSSION.

It is seen from the foregoing results that the

orders of the decomposition and oxidation of phosphine

on molybdenum,with respect to the phosphine pressure,

are nearly the same in tho pressure region where com¬

parison may be made. It would then appear that oxy¬

gen cannot displace adsorbed phosphine under these

conditions. Oxidation then probably occurs by the

Impact of molecular oxygen on a phosphine-covered fila-
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inent. When the oxygen pressure is equal to or less

than that of the phosphine, and where analysis of the

gas mixtures shows that HPO( is "being produced, the

simplest mechanism which oan be postulated is the

following. Phosphina is decomposed, step by step, on

the molybdenum surface; Mo - PIL. PH. Mo-f- PH

Mo + P, the ?Hg,( PH or P remaining strongly adsorbed
Until there is reaction between adjacent radicals to

yield phosphorus and hydrogen which evaporate. During

the progress of this series of reactions andoxygen

molecule may collide with a PH radical to form HPGg.
If the oxygen pressure is very small, the probability

of reaction is so small that most of the PHg is decom¬
posed directly into it3 elements. On the other hand,

if i3 Og is large, the phosphine would seem to be attack¬
ed before the intermediate steps in its decomposition

take place, for the decrease in pressure of non-condens¬

able gas points to the production of a highly oxidised

molecule, such S3 H^P04# It may be that it will then
be neoeasary for two oxygen molecules to collide in

alose proximity to one ?Hg molecule, in order to effect
this oxidation, inwwhich case the reason for the bi-

.

molecular nature of oxidation would beoomo clear.

Why the reaction should follow a bimoleoular course

when only HPO^ is formed is not however obvious.
A somewhat similar mechanism would also apply to

the Reaction on tungsten filaments. In this ease

there are deviations. For example, the order of the
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ty

3

reaction with respect to phosphlne pressure la not uni

as in the decomposition experiments. Thi3 is poss¬

ibly due to the fact that sinoe phosphine is not so

strongly adsorbed on tungsten as on molybdenum, oxygen

is able to hinder the increased degree of adsorption

necessary to maintain unimoleoular characteristics.

With tungsten, therefore, the oxidation probably ocour

by the interaction of adsorbed phosphine or its inter¬

mediate products of dissociation and oxygen on the

metal surface.

In spite of these two slightly different methods of

oxidation the possibility of the evaporation of a

molecule capable of starting a chain in the gas phase

must be very small. Sven when tOr is much les3 than

and there is a chanoe of the evaporation of P0
O 6

molecules, there is no homogeneous reaction. The

experiments with phosphorus vapour likewise Indicate

that the oarriers in the phosphorus oxygen reaction

cannot induce reaction in phosphina-oxygen mixtures.

In this case, of coarse, the ejection of carriers from

$he filament may be interfered with by phosphina itself.

Some such action is not altogether unexpected in view

of the fact that phosphine has the unique property of

raising the lower explosion limit of phosphorus vapour*

Another point emerges from these experiments: HPO

molecules when evaporated from a hot filament are in¬

capable of reacting with oxygon to yield suitable chain

carriers. The difference in the phosphine and phos-
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phorus reactions must therefore "be due to the behaviour

of these molecules on the surface of the catalyst.

In the former the interdediate products of dissociation,

which are undoubtedly reactive and sitable for chain

propagation, as is shown by the photo-ohomioal exper¬

iments, ore so strongly adsorbed at the metal surface

that they are unable to evaporate before attack by

oxygen. The faint glow that is observed may be due

to a very small fraction of these being anable to es¬

cape from the surface before oxidation and set in train

chains in the gas. In the phosphorus reaction, on

the other hand, the only intermediate product is prob¬

ably Pg (the filament is hardly hot enough for P atoms
to be present in any quantity, cf. Preuner and Brock-

35.
moller), which can be easily and quickly desorbed from

the surface before the arrival of 0^ molecules. On a
platinum filament, where the reaction takes place

wholly on the surface, the fact that the rate is of
"

zero order with respect to phosphorus concentration,

shows that adsorption is very strong. An Og molecule
has therefore a good opportunity of reacting with ad¬

sorbed phosphorus.

It has been shown (Fig./O) that the rate of oxid¬

ation on molybdenum is somewhat faster than the decom¬

position at 836°K. If, however, the velocity measure¬

ments could be extended to a much wider range, it

would be observed, since S0 is greater than (a) at
temperatures higher than 836°k, the rate of oxidation
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would 'become very much greater than that of the decom¬

position; (b) at temperatures 193S than 836°K, the

decomposition would beoome the preponderant reaction and

the oxygen would "be without influence. These effects

would not he noticed with the tungsten filament as it

is a remarkable fact that - SQ.



PART II.

In the first part of this thesis experiments are

described, in which efforts were made to find if the

kinetios of the chain reaction between phosphine and

oxygen could be investigated by means of hot tungsten

and molybdenum filaments, just as in the phosphorus-
37.

oxygen reaction, Now, it has been shown tnst, under

the oonditiong employed, the oxidation of phosphine is

almost entirely a surface reaction, and so other moans

must be employed for investigation of the problems

oited in the introduction to Part I. Palling the

filament method, the most suitable means to adopt are:

1. The Photoaenaitised reaction, using excited

(2^P-^) mercury atom.
2. The direot photo-reacticn caused by a zinc

spark.

The suitability of these two method a for the present
31.32.

investigation has been pointed out by Melville.

The kinetics of the phospMne-oxygen reaction
7,

have been worked out by lalton and Hinshelwood, Dalton.
31.32.

and Melville, and a theory of chain reactions suitable

to both the stable and explosive reactions has bean

developed. It will not be out of place to give a

summary of the theory here.

Consider the reaction taking piece in the follow¬

ing stegeca:
j#y. '

1. A process by which the chain carrier X is

formed. let this rate be 3.(o). Assume for the
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present that only X ia formed spontaneously.
]P

8# 0,. +-X X velocity coe?ft,= *
hp o *

a. x0 *- -xp " " = k3
4. Deactivation of XQ " " * K
o • Deactivation of X„ " " • K

_ is the chain carrier derived from t&e oxygon molecule.
8.

This ifl assumed "by 3emenoff to be an oxygen atom, X^
is the carrier whose origin is due to reaction between

phosohino and Xu . Thon:
= [pHgJ - fc§pj[0g] - KfeJ.o (1)

dt

It is hare assumed that deactivation of Xp occurs at

the wells of reaction tube, i.e., that the reaction is

taking place at low pressure. Also:

A&2l - k2txpl [oj - fca[xq] [phJ - z[x0J = 0 (2)
It is assumed that both the chain propagators, Xo and

Xp ere equally easily destroyed at the walls. If one

carrier were more easily destroyed than the other, the

lower exp. limit woall be

CPHaJ
N
f »J ' i:j| a const nt.
[?H^] +■ [Ojj ® constantor

which is not in so good agreement with the experiment

as that given later.

therefore: f(c) * k{[xoJ p [XpjJ
pj =ll£l ~ &oJ

K
therefore: s f( Q )K +^ 7 f{ Q)

K"+ k3[PHjxi-kfcK[0^
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Now, if the chain length io great ^(o)K can ba neglect-

ed in comparison with k,:, ]p^ (o) ; al3o IL oan be left
out of the denominator of the expression.

r ^[OijF(o)
Itoraforo, QxcfJ - ^^^
let K' * K j^PE^ ^ [oj i- La]] . i.e. K' expresses the
efficiency of deactivating collision with the walls.

f [a[ is concentration of inert gas). Also let kp skg.
This is fairly well justified, cf. Dalton and Hinsnel-

48. 31.
wood, also Melville.

r 1 r ~r
Therefore [xoj * if |JU * 0*

K.
Now if I i3 the intensity of the light absorbed,

F(0) = * h%l
[pHje- O-bL0^0*37

The term [PS^J in the numerator allows for the formation
of Xp radicals by means of the reaction Hg'-t-PH r^SCp ...

3

and t.he phosphine and oxygen terms in the denominator

represent deactivation of the excited mercury atoms

without such a deactivating collision being effective

in forming a chain carrier. In this respect P'Hg is
twice as affective as oxygen. The excited Hg* atom

oan also lose its energy by reradiation of light absorb¬

ed. This fact Is taken account of by putting in the

term 0.37 in the denominator.

Then for the photo-sensitised reaction,

a &Hv
aate = ka

dt J l~-

* k-A {PHgJfoJ H o)
K'
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*3MlSJ I
K' f§Hg5+ O.SljpJ-l-O.371

and for direct photochemical reaction,

- d fefcfalg I
dt ~ K'

Explosion limits.

It has heen assumed in the theory of the stable

reaction given above, that when the radioals Xp and 0,

(or X0 and PHg) react, there is exactly one Xo (or Xp)
radical produced. How tnis need not necessarily be

the case, 30, as in the introduction,Part I, let <>C be

the average number of Xo radicals produced in a collision

between Xp and an oxygon molecule, effective in deact¬

ivating the Xp radical. If °<- is less than 0110, the

velocity of reaction can only be great if deactivation
.

by the gas and the walls are small. //hen, however,

0^ becomes greater than unity, explosive reactions may
8.

take place as was suggested by Semanoff. If a reaction

is sufficiently exothermic this condition may become

possible. The kinetic equations now become:-

ihsJ. fcECxPl°aI- - JCtXoJ " 0 (6)
d U

±tr]z ^Fo]0?HJ - - E&p] = 0 (6) 'it

solving for Xo

^ " \t •^kgkg^%]||j0ft?7 kgStDDjf + k^EPH^K*
How, if ^ i3 greater than one the first term in

the denominator of (7) becomes negative and if the

(3)

(4)



negative value Is large enough it may become greater

than the deactivation terms kgK(0^|+kgK|5E^J+-K^. This
means that on aceount of the branching of the chains

taking place, the number of new chains starting in any

given time is greater than the number terminated; so

no stationary condition is possible and explosion takes

place. At the concentrations of phoaphine and oxygens

which make the denominator of {7) equal to zero, there

is a critical explosion limit. This limit may bo

very sharp, on one side the rate of reaction may be

very small or even negligible, while on the other side

it is infinitely rapid. It is seen from the above

theory that the rata of starting of the chains Ro)

should have no effect on the value of the critical

limit. On the other hand Ro) cannot bo zero or this

theory of explosion limits falls to the ground. It

appears then that Hc) must Lave a certain minimum

value below which no explosion can take place.

The critical limit may bo either a lower limit or

an upper limit; this comes about in the following way.

Chains are broken either in the gas phase or at the walls.

How, at low pressures the chains will be able to get
" • •

•

to the walls easily and be destroyed there, whereas at

increased pressures this wall deactivation will become

less end ultimately explosion will take place. On

increasing the gas pressure still further, it is con¬

ceivable that the controlling factor in the destruction

of chain centraa is do ctivation by the gas, and tnus
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increase of pressure aids deactivation and so a steady

state is again obtained.

This transition from slow reaction to vigorous -

explosion is adequately explained by the branching

chain theory. It is possible, however, that the ex¬

planation of these transitions is not the same in every

case. It has been suggested that in certain reactions
5£.

a critical limit may occur in otner ways.

1. In the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen in

presence of small quantities of nitrogen peroxide, it
51.

has been found that the union is explosive if the pros

ure of nitrogen peroxide lies between "two sharply de¬

fined limits. This has bean explained in the follow¬

ing way:- It is suggested that a surface reaction

involving the nitrogen peroxide is responsible. At low

pressures the nitrogen peroxide favours the surface

reaction owing to its mass action effect, whilst at

high pressures this surface reaction is inhibited by

the nitrogen peroxide displacing the other reactant

from the surface. When the surface reotion is near

its maximum value there may be enough energy generated

on the surface to start explosion. This explanation

has been dropped,as far as this reaction is concerned,

in favour of Seiaenoff'a branching theory.
14.

c. Alyea ka3 pointed out a way in which an upper

limit might originate. He suggests that in mixtures

of hydrogen and oxygen above the upper limit a layer

of hydrogen coders the walls of the reaction vessel.
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preventing departure from it of chains which would,

"branch and give rise to explosion in the gas. As the

pressure is reduced, a point is reached at which this

hydrogen is suddenly stripped from the wall by oxygon,

and it is now possible for chains to leave the surface.

In principle the mechanism is a possible one, but its
53.

applicability to this reaction is doubtful.

5. In too cpso of mixtures of cyanogen &£& oxygen
an explanation of the lower limit has been put forward

54.
*>y Hsdow and Hinsholwood. If there is a finite rate

of adsorption of the different gases admitted to the

reaction bulb, and if the two gases compete for the

possession of the surface, then the relative amounts

of tho two gases adsorbed immediately on admission may

not be the same as that a fax instants later. The

rate of reaction between the two gases may at the firs

instant, than,,be different from tee rate a moment

later: or, specially, it may be much greater. If,

now, this momentary rate becomes rapid enough to in¬

flame the gas as a whole, there will "be the appearance

of explosion limits.

It has been sho'/n that in the case of tho phos-

phine oxygen reaction, the theory that explains the
of

greater part of the observed phenomena is that/the
branoning chain mechanism.

In ecnation is given the value of the con-

/
centration of Xo radicals. How, in order that this

value should increase indefinitely, the denominator of

the right hand side ox the eruation must be equal to
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(8)

zero. Then, making simplifications as before:-

( l)lc3 [pHJ[o^ - K ( gig! <• fPHg] j
or (<*- l)k3CPH3(pgJ = Z' (9)

.

or x H>£ « constant.
This value for the explosion limit agrees over a

48.
certain range with that obtained experimentally.

Outside this range, deviations occur, due to deactivation

occurring partially in the gas phase, when the pressure

of one gas is much greater than that of the other.

Now, if Inert gas such as argon or nitrogen is

added to the reaction mixture, the value of I' will

now be K {iM - [raj 4 [A]} , where w is concentration
of inert gas. Equation (9) now becomes:-

fed +6%]
u-iHiWa* '

— }= constant iiio)L
* pPff 9

In this onnation a factor /* must be introduced to
tako into account the various speeds and molecular dia-

meters of the inert gas molecules. Equation (9) now

beoomos

/ M V& \
p0«/pPIM1+ - — ) = constant for any given

p0,+ PPHa
tube. {11)

The value of the upper limit has been worked out
7.

by Dalton. In it, it is assumed that no deactivation

of chain carriers occurs at the walls, but that de¬

activation occurs in the gas phase by three body coll-
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isions between an Xo carrier, and an oxygen molooule

and a third molecule, either oxygen, phoaphine, or in¬

ert gaa. The idea of ohaina breaking in three body
in the case of reactions,

eolliaiona is also proposed by Semenoff/ In this

case, the last term in equation (5) becomes:-

+ k11Cxo]&alL?I%J+
( kg, tjj, and k,^ are valooity coefficients).

The assumption that the Jtpper limit is duo to de¬

activation in the gas is fairly well justified* for

inert ga3, instead of increasing the explosive tend¬

ency, as at the lower limit, tends to stop explosion.

Increase of tube diameter which assists explosion a$

the lower limit has no effect on the value of the upper

limit.

Equation (h) becomes now:-

p£pj- K^dfogT - 0
It is assumed that there is no inert gas present, and

that the oxygen pressure is so much greater tnan that

of phosphine that deactivating collisions of the type

Xo* PH^e- Og are negligible.
Equation (6) beoomes:-

= ^(c) kJx^P&J-'- kJxjlP<] * 0
k£co]|Opf --F(c)^

Xp - — .e
(<*- i) k [oa]

£ P( o) - Q^F(Q)
(«*- Dk-fpHj- t[pJ2

Xo *.

which, on equating the denominator to zero, gives for
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the value of the uppar limit;-

(« - l)k3[p%]« k6B^ (IS)
or Cof

» constant,

provided tho PSL pressure is not great.
7.

This value is justified experimentally.

£ simple method of arriving at the absolute value of kfi
56. "

has been put forward by Semenoff.

For the lower limit:

{<< - DkgOHgl^jJ s K? (15)
and the upper limit:

£
{*- 3-> kgCPHJ 2 k6[°3 (16)

let the pressure of oxygen yt the upper and lower limits

of two mixtures containing the same amount of phosphine

be {o.^Jg and [OgJ^ . Then:
(«- l)k3 [pHgltoJj = K<
(■* - DkgfpH^J -

*s = wiog, (17)
K* can easily be found from the lower limit data,

and so the value of is obtained.
Q

It is proposed to study the stable chain reaction

at pressures above the upper limit using both tho mer¬

cury sensitised reaction and the direct photo-chemical

reaction.

Equations (l) and (2) must now be altered if

conditions at and above the uppar limit are to be

studied.
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.Re) r k2[Xp](02]- k3|Xo]IP%l - F(xoQA) » 0
(13)

„ k3[xo][p%] - kgQroj&J - F(xpOA) » 0 (14)

How there are six possible ways in whioh a chain

carrier can be destroyed in the gas phase.

Those six possibilities are:-

3. The carrier Xo is destroyed in a bimoleculur

collision with any molecule in the system with which

it cannot react to form Xp;

X.o ■+- X -e>X' ■+ coofft. « k^
E. Two Xo radicals are destroyed in a three body

collision with a third molecule, either oxygon or inert

gas.

Xo + Xo "r X ooefft. s kg
This method of destruction ia unlikely to have much

effeot on the remotion, as the probability of this

type of collision occurring is vary small owing to the

small value of Xo .

3. in Xo radical la destroyed in a tormolecular

collision with two other gas molecules.

Xo + X tx coefft. » k6
The molecules X might be either oxygen or inert gas,

ao there are here three posoibilities:

Xo +■ A + 02
Xo +■ 02 ~t~ o2
Xo +" A t" k

It might also be possible for phoaphine to act as a

deactivator in e collision of the type Xo +" PEL -f 0, .
u CJ

It is conceivable that thi3 oollision oould take place
*
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without forming an Xp radioal,

4. The chain propagator Xp is destroyed in a two

"body collision.

Xp + X ooefft. « k?
X may be here a PHg molseule. This method i3 unlikely
as the pressure of phosphine is small compared with

that of oxygen.

5. Two Xps ere destroyed in a three body collision

of the type t

Xp -+- Xp -hi ooefft. a kg
X may here be a phosphine molecule.

6. &n Xp radical is destroyed in a three body

collision with two other molecules;

Xp +1 hi ooefft. » kg
X is any molecule in the system.

It is possible to work out the dependence of the

rate of reaction on phosphine and oxygen concentration^
and on the intensity of illumination, assuming that

oases 1-6 occur exclusively. It is also assumed

that kg • kg, and in order to simplify the 2:inetlc
equations, that PH^ is negligible when compared with
with Qg . In the experiments the phosphine pressure
was about 100 times that of oxygen. How, as the

oxygen pressure is high, it is quite possible that

some of the photosenaitlsed reaction may be due to

activation of an oxygon molecule by an excited (2 p^)
Mercury atom. Photoaensitiaed activation is of course

also due to dissociation of phoaphine molecules by ex¬

cited mercury atoms. In the direct photo-chemical
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reaction, however, the light from the zinc spark is

absorbs! only by the phosphine, and activation by

oxygen oennot take place. There is no appreciablQ

absorption of radiation from the zinc spark (by oxygen)
• the absorption only begins to be significant at

shorter wave lengths.

Then:-

Case 1.

(a-> Initiation caused by phosphine activation alone.

2k.

kE[xp]iy - ^Lxo]|r%J - k4fic<g[<g = o (18)

(19)

;4 C°'3 (THJ-+- O.efcj 0.o7
ta&Hal2! or 1

R

(b) Initiation caused by oxygen.

ka &HJ 10. b qCdJ]
H * k4 ~Wf' LEHg] -.O.epjjJ -+ 0,37

1

(o) Direct Photo-chemical reaction.

&%] (PHj x I h-J



It Is possible that cases (a) and (b) will have

to be combined into an expression of this type:

. _ + (20)
*4[0;j[(P%J +Q.5[0j + 0.37)

in order to allow for activation by both oxygen and phoa

phine. '"c" is a constant denoting the number of chains

started per mercury atom deactivated by oxygon.

Case 2.
-

sow, d^oj . ^ (xp]£cg - k3Cxojrpiy - • o
Whence (a) r 3 ,—-

L±
R = k.

(b)

i „
57^

R K'1
and C^c) ^ ^ / [Or]

B /JPHJ®!
Case 3.

alio] - , r_ ,r„n r„_ir„„ "7 jv.HX i2 -= [XpJCOg] - k3[xo][PHj - t6[Xo]t0jJ * 0

Whence (a)
[OjP

1. oC
R (PHgJ2!

Co,?(b) 1
S I.PHJI



Lop]
and (o) 1 of ^

90.

£

bSg]21
Case 4.

The corresponding oases for destruction of Xp

are obtained in similar ways. The last term in equat¬

ion (2) is discarded, while the final term of equation

(1) becomes (in case 4) k7(Xp][;PH .

p(o)+ kg^XoJIpHg] - kgjXpIoJ - k?[Xp]&H23
Whence (a)

i i
E T

<t>)
x tp%3

"

DC

a [o£l
(o)

Case 5*

A * -i

A||E/= ■F(O)<-ICz(zo]|PH81 - kgCxp][0al - t8&p38fe23
Whence (a)

1 cX I 1
I IIphJ

<*>> i C
8 J I

<°> lo( / 1
8 J COgl&H^I
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Case 6.

F(o)+ tjfeoJiPHj- lc2(xp]fcd - k9&p] to2)2
Whence (a)

i „ &£a <=<

R I [ph^
Cb) 1 ^ C°J

r I

I cx L°aJ
r £p%] :

There is a possible objection to Case 6., for

Xp+O is a propagating collision. In presence of a

third molecule, however, it is conceivable that a re¬

distribution of energy occurs in such a way as to pre¬

vent tho emergence of an Xo molecule from the colllsio

Up to the present no experiments on the stable

phosphine-oxygen reaction above the upper liifiit have
57.

been published, except a few preliminary experiments

where a complete quantitative analysis of the problem

was not attempted. In this connection the results cf
58.

Grant and Hinshelwood on the hydrogen oxygen reaction a

are noteworthy. The limit here is apparently govern¬

ed by some form of gas phase deactivation,for argon

and helium lower the upper explosion limit. However,

above the limit there is a stable reaction which is

accelerated by the gases which shows th ;t the chains

end on the walls. The explanation given i3 that the

decrease in chain length, as the pressure is reduced,



X.
>£.

is more than compensated for by the Inorease in the

probability of branehlng*
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ESXPEHI MENTAL.

The apparatus for this part of the work was similar

in form to that used for the filament experiments.

A few alterations were however made - see figure*/ .

The reaction bulb U3ed previously was replaced by a

silica test tube, 8" x f". This was waxed on to the

apparatus with "Picene" wax. To prevent contamination

off the pump oil with phosphine, the gases after exper¬

iment were pumped out through the liquid air trap T.

V. is a stainless steel needle valve, which was used

in the explosion limit experiments, to give a means

whereby the pressure in the reaction bulb might be re¬

duced. During the other experiments this valve wa3

left open. As the pressures used were sometimes as

much as 150 mm., and pressure changes of .002 were being

measured, it was found necessary to thermostat the re¬

action bulb and the oil manometer M^. The thermostat
round the reaotion bulb consisted of a metal box with

a 6" x 1" 3ilica window let in on one 3ide. This was

filled with distilled water. This arrangement was

quite satisfactory in keeping the pressure, as re d by

the oil manometer, constant during the time taken by one

run. No heating effect, either by mercury lamp or

spark, was observed.

The method of doing a run was as follows:-

The pftosphine was admitted to the required pressure as

read on the oil manometer, (the measured pressure must

be corrected for expansion into the right limb of the
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manometer after addition of the oxygen) and condensed

out "by putting a flask containing liquid air on the

reaction tube. The phosphine in the tube leading to

the reservoirs was simultaneously condensed back into

the reservoir. The tap of M1 was now opened and
oxygen admitted. The apparatus was now allowed to

warm up to room temperature and the total pressure

measured on the spring gauge (if below 30 mm.) or on

the mercury manometer, (if greater than 30 mm.). The

tap of M.j was now shut and the run started, pressure
readings being taken at suitable intervals. During

the runs the tap to the spring guage was shut, so as to

minimise dead space.

Several blank experiments were made with oxygen al

alone, to make sure that no spurious results wore ob¬

tained, for instance, oxygen does dissolve in the oil,

but as it was present at the same pressure in both

limbs and the time of runs was short, no appreciable

change in oil level could be observed. The deposition

of phosphoric acid on the walls of the reaction vessel

did not cut down the reaction rate for cleaning of the

tube had no effect. At the pressures of oxygen used i

in these exparimens, the phosphine is oxidised complete¬

ly to HgPC^, as is shown by the total pressure decrease
being nearly three times the original pressure of the

ph03phine.

The sources of illumination werei-

MercuryvLaarp. The mercury lamp used was of the
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tungsten anode type with a water cooled mercury cathode.

The central portion of the lamp was not cooled, so the

surface of the silica did not become covered with mer¬

cury, yet the vapour pressure was kept down by the

oooling of the cathode. The lamp ran on 4f amps, at

about 50volts.

The intensity of the lamp was altered by means of

the carbon tetrachloride-hexane filter described by
50 •

Melville and Walls. This varied the incident light,

but as practically all the £53.7 radiation is absorb¬

ed by a layer of mercury vapour, 3.~J;hick, ppjwu^.6-ooi

the light absorbed is in proportion to the incident

light.

Zinc Spark. A rotating form of spark gap was used.

This wag built on the lines of that described by
49.

Hollander and Foerst, The spark was fed from the

secondaries of two transformers in parallel. The

step up ratio was 100:1. The primary current was

10 amp. and the voltage 50. Condensers of a total

capacity of 0.05/* F were in parallel with the spark.
A strong blast of air steadied the spark and cooled

the electrodes.

Explosion limit experiments. Mixtures of phosphine

and oxygen ware made up as desoribed above, and the

total pressure measured. The mixture was then slowly

pumped out through the steel needle valve and liquid

air trap. The manometer W83 const ntly watohod during

reduction in pressure, and the pressure just before

explosion read. The pressure of each gas at explosion
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was calculated by simple proportion. This is just¬

ified as the donsitios and viscosities of phosphina

and oxygen are approximately tha same, and tho two

gases will bo removed at a rate in proportion to their

partial pressures.

R33ULT3.

Photo-sensitised oxidation.

It is seen from an inspection of the actuations,

cases 2 and 5, that the reaction rate should vary a3

the square root of the intensity, while in the other

cases, tho reaction is linear. Several possibilities

can at once be eliminated if the intensity is first of

all investigated. Experiments on the effect of intens¬

ity were also done below the lower limit. In this

case, in accordance with expectation, tho rate was

proportional to tha light intensity. The results are

given in Tablte XIX, and show quite definitely that for

the reaction both above the upper limit and below the

lower limit, the rate is proportional to the first

power of the intensity. Thus, for the upper limit,

cases 2 and 5 are eliminated.

TABLE XIX.

Effect of Intensity. 1. Below the lower limit.

PHg s 0.254 mmj Og s 0.584 mm.

Intensity Init. Rate R * Time for « 0.0525mm.
mm. per min. I*

1.00 0.072 0.072 0.085
0.15 0.012 0.072 5.20
0.68 0.053 0.072 1.05
0.58 0.028 0.065 2.00
1.00 0.083 0.072 0.70

b Corrected for drift due to change in lamp intensity.
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2. Above upper limit,

PHg * 0.127 mm. 0^» 10.0 mm.
Intensity Time for Afa 0.064 mm, tx I

0,38 1.65 0.63
0.68 0.90 0.61
1.00 0.55 0.55
0.15 3.70 0.56
0.51 1.24 0.63

In Table XX are given a series of experiments in

which the intensity of light and the phosphine press¬

ure remained constant whilst that of oxygen was varied.

The constanoy of the values of H x tP-j^ 3howa that the

rate Is proportional to the Inverse of the square of

the oxygen pressure.

'TABLE XX.

0.261 0.261 0,260 0.261 0.261

°2 20.0 44.0 34.0 27.0 £1.4

t. Af Ac A f A p A p

0 mm — mm — —

0.25 0.017 0.001 - 0.009 0.016
0.5 0.033 0.012 0.021 0.029
0.75 - - 0.017 0.029 0.043
1.00 0.066 - 0.025 0,041 0.055
1.50 0.092 0.016 0.042 0.056 0.079
2.00 0.098 0.026 0.047 0.073 0. 097
3.00 0.162 0.035 0.071 0.104 mm

4.00 - 0.055 0.094 - -

B 0.072 0.013 0.026 0.039 0.062
H x 0g 28.8 25.2 30.0 26,4 28.9

Another series of experiments is given in Table

XXI, in which the light intensity and the oxygen press¬

ure were constant, while the phosphine pressure was

varied. The constancy of R/Vpg,, and t x PH^ shows
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that the rate i3 proportional to the phosphine press¬

ure,

TABLE XXI.

Effect of varying phosphine pressure.

PHg 0.260 0.190 0.129 0.120 0.066

°2 9.4 10.5 9.2 10.0 10.0

t. A? Zi (0 '-V Ar Ap

0.25 0.024 0.016 0.013 0.012 0.005
0.50 0.050 0,030 0.026 0.020 0.013
0.75 0.075 0.046 0.035 0.030 0.018
1.00 0.096 0.059 0.043 0.039 0.028
1.50 0,134 0,081 0. 064 0.055 0.041
2.00 0.166 0.105 0.079 0.069 0.049
3.00 •• 0.134 0.100 0.095 0.067
4.00 - 0.160 - 0.316 0.083

A

S 0.100 0.066 0.051 0.046 0.025
R/ /*pg 0.385 0.348 0.395 0.384 0.380

t. 3E 0.55 1.15 1.55 1.86 2.95
t X PH^O.189 0.198 0.220 0.224 0.194

* Corrected to Og • 10 mm.

The kinetics of the photosensitised reaction then are;-

diPH3] . D?hJ* « R - x oonsta it,
at [of

This does not decide definitely which case la applicable

to the reaction, since case 3 and case 6 lead to the

same equation of initiation is due in the first to

oxygen, and in the second to phosphine.

inert g^3j33.

In Table XXII three series of results are listed

for a const nt oxygen pressure and for different argon

pressures. First of all it is seen that ergon inhibits

the oxidation although in comparison with oxygen it
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does not quench mercury resonance radiation. The in¬

hibition must therefore be due to chain termination,

and since the value of {-*-«. )/ph is constant, the
R Ro '

inhibition term in the kinetic equation oan be expressed

in two ways, via,,

*10&°JaJ <*
Similarly there is inhibition by nitrogen, and

again acoording to the same law. Until a decision is

made about the meohanlsin of termination, no calculation

can be made of the coefficients k^Q and
In the kinetic aquations, both cases 3 and 6 allow

i'3 Oi: ' ; . J i *

of the introduction of an inhibitory term containing

both oxygen and inert gas. The inhibition by inert

gases practically excludes cases 1 and 4, for it is

probable, although the evidence i3 indirect, tnat the

chain carriers are not excited molecules of very short

life, and henoe collision of Xp or Xo with argon or

nitrogen should not lead to destruction of the carrier.

DIRECT PHOTOCHEMICAL OXia.IlUM.

The number of mechanisms has now been reduced to

two. fortunately the kinetic equations for the direct

oxidation are different for cases 3 and 6, and thus it

should be possible to decide which mechanism is applic¬

able. Intensity measurements were not considered to

be necessary in view of the definite results obtained

with the photosensitised experiments. In Tables XXIV

(page 100) and XXV (Page 101) the complete data are

given for varying oxygen and phoaphine pressures.
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TABLEXXII.

EffectofArgon.
t phg

foz

/a

B

i [i
B[-R

1

- ho

0.260

25.0

55.0

0.0086

116.2

1.5

0.260

24.7

0

0.0285

35.1

—

0.263

25.7

14.6

0.0193

51.8

1.2

0.263

14.9

0.262

15.0

0.258

15.6

0.262

15.5

0.261

14.6

0.262

15.8

0.261

15.8

16.1

0.051

0

0.093

26.4

0.033

7.7

0.066

44.9

0.018

16.4

0.028

0

0.053

19.6

0.52

10.8

—

30.3

0.74

15.2

0.57

55.5

0.82

35.3

1.0

16.3

-

TABLEXXIV.

Directreaction.Effectofoxygen. PHg0.2670.2710.2650.2670.247 0r.11.6123.0226.3414.6330.97 t.ApApApApAp 0.250.0370.0120.0090.025 0.50.0620.0220.0160.043 i'O0.0920.0350.0290.0760.025 0.1160.0520.0420.1020.035
20.1340.0670.0510.1200.042 z0.1650.0890.0670.1560.062 4 -0.1070.079 50*2050.1270.1020.2010.092 «

®0.1310.03630.0290.082>0.023 £7.628.334.412.243.5
t1.203.555.11.465.7

tfor^V=0.039 4.50 1.45 2.20 0.82 0.41
1 .18 0.64

1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8

4.00 2.47 1.27

0.7 0.9

0.260

0.270

21.64

16.93

ap

ap

*»

0.021

0.016

0.035

0.035

0.060

0.052

0.079

0.069

0.092

0.092

0.119 nT/id.

0.127

0.158

0.043

0.068

£3.2

14.7

3.40

2.20
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TABLE XXV.

Effect of phosphine.

tWL
<0

fa t for Acm 0.025 mm.
sec.

t

0.130 17.3 108 1.82
0.535 17.7 7 2.00
0.275 17.4 26 1.97

0.131 17,2 85 1.46
0.391 17.3 10 1.53
0.261 17.3 20 1.36

In fig. /£ , !_ and t for Ap = 0.100 .m* have "been

plotted against and also against [o^ The
_Q

line obtai ned with the and also the constancy of

the product t x [PH^ indicates that the kinetics in
this pressure range can be summarised by the equation:-

tig 2
a H =» ' fJ x constant.

« C°e]
Heferring back to the theory given above it will be

observed that the aquation only agrees with ease 3,

and therefore the conclusion which may be drawn is that

above the upper limit the chains are terminated by a

triple collision between the chain carrier Xo and the

two oxygen molecules. This is in agreement with the
7.

upper explosion limit data.

It is now possible to return to the question of

inhibition by argon and nitrogen. The plots of 3L

against A are straight, and hence the inhibition

term will contain a factor of the first power of M.
It is of importance to observe that a quadratic W
need not be introduced. The most probable mechanism

for termination is that an Xo radical must collide
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with an inert gas molecule and an oxygen molecule.

The function of the inert- gas may simply be to stabil¬

ise the complex Xo + C.. and thus prevent Xo further

propagating the chain. Let the inhibition factor be

k fxo7[/3Gp 3 , then k may be evaluated in the follow-
10 J Sr 10

ing wayi-

Inserting this term in the equation for [xoj in
addition to the term required by case 3.

apHj
_ _ _ kjPHj I [a]

it " fi [cjfllpJ^lA]}
Sanaa l/a

_ ,

1/Ro k [Og]

where the subscript "o" refers to the runs done in

absence of inert gas. TtCQm this equation the values

of *10 have been calculated and are given in Table
k5

XXII. Argon and nitrogen are about as efficient as

oxygen in promoting the stability of the complex.

The next question is to determine the absolute

value of kr and of c. For this purpose the ratio of
the rates of oxidation to the rate of decomposition

for the photosensitised and for the direct reaction

ware measured. Those data are given in Table XX71.

TABLE XX71.

Chain length experiments.

Photosensitised reaction.

PH, 0. Hate Ratio of Rates Chain Chain Length «*.
3 d

p Length 5mm : EL & 50mm 0,
1.98 37.5 0.93x10" fen. °

per min. in
85 c.c.

1 s 0.15
19. £ 38 53



PHa 0,
2.00

8.0 81.0

Bate
•4

103,

Ratio Chain Chain length
of rates.Length* 5mm PH„ „ 503 &

8.0

6.8 68

6.7

5.3 x 10 mm,
in 514 o.o.

I * 1.00

3 x 10~H
in 85 c.o.
I • 0.15

3.2 x 10~S
in 514 o.c,
I « 1.00

*■2
8.4 X 10

10.4

8.4

11 x 10
»3

Below lower limit.

0.85 0.36 6.7 x 10
I • 0.15

-2

0.79

0.83

0.83

0•9o x 10
-2

0.93 x 10
— c

-2

480

504
2.52 x 10
I « 0.15 *

* Ratio of lamp distances 66
i£7T>

Direct reaction.

Below lower limit,

0.254 - 0.075
155

0.254 0.237 11.6

0.261 - 0.070
200

Above upper limit.

8.23 121.4 54.0

8.64 1.5

8.35 138.1 38.8

8.40 1.55

36

23.5

21

17

960

1000

310

400

72

47

34

43

820

830

1200

800

210

220

octr

0,
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Some notes of the experimental procedure adopted

during these experiments may he mentioned here.

Since the ratio of the rates of decomposition and

oxidation was large, the rate of decomposition was

measured by a Mcleod gauge, and during the oxidation

experiments a filter was employed to cut down the light

intensity. In the direct reaction, comparison was

made directly on the oil manometer. The rate of de¬

composition of phosphine was determined by measuring

the pressure of hydrogen after the phosphine had boon

condensed out with liquid air. The ratio of rates is

doubled to give the chain length, for the quantum

yield of the dissociation is 0.5.

0I3CU3SI0B.

First of all, it will be seen that below the

lower limit, the chain lengths for the direct and photo

sensitised reactions are approximately the same.

Above the upper limit, however, the chain "length, cal¬

culated from the relative velocities in the direct

oxidation is about five times that obtainod in the

sensitissed oxidation. This confirms the kinetic re¬

sults about initiation by oxygen, and moreover gives

the value of o, the number of ohain3 started per ox-

oited mercury atom deactivated by oxygen; it is 0.2.

There is some doubt as to the products of reaction
<1

when a 2 meroury atom is deactivated by an oxygen

molecule. If the low efficiency of Initiation wire

due to deactivation, by oollision or radiation, of an
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exalted oxygen molecule of very short life, ana if In

itiation he brought about by collision of this excited

molecule with phosphlne, then it is easily shown from

the kinetic equations that the initiation factor takes

the form , and hence:-
S

constant x ,

This doss not agree with experiment. Uorne atom

or molecule must emerge from tho oolliaion which is
*7

not subject to such easy removal as/an excited 0g mol¬
ecule; the most probable reaction iss-

Hg -a 0£ -? Hg© +0
The 0 atom reacting: with the first phosphine molecule

it encounters. In support of this it has been shown

that illumination of oxygen-mercury vapour mixtures
59.

produoas oxide of mercury.

One of the consequences of the theory of branahed

chains is that tho explosion limit curve is a line of

equal chain length. Therefore if the chain length

be calculated below the lower limit and above tho uppej?

limit, and the values obtained extrapolated to the

limits using the appropriate equations, the values ob¬

tained should be similar. The results of such a cal¬

culation are given in Table XXVI. Although the values

of M> are of the same order of magnitude, it must be

pointed cut that at the upper limit, the chain length

is that at the lower limit.

A3 pointed out in the introduction, the value of
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k^ can be found from the equation;
* TTnT"

and 30 the efficiency of the trimolocular collisions
56.

Xo-t-Or-rO^ can be found. Semenoff has made those cal¬
culations using Dalton's results, and finds that 0.4

ternary collisions are effective.

The val ue of k. can also be calculated in the two

following ways, using the values of the chain length.

is pointed out before?
- oxidation _ ^3 .

decomposition ~

Now from Table XXVI, « 800 PHg » 8.4 and 0^ - 138.
Thon kx

, f.. = 3300.

Since the propagation collisions axe nearly 100$ effic¬

ient, 3300 represents the ratio of the number of bi-

molecular to trimoleoular collisions at 146,5 mro. press¬

ure. How it is assumed that at atmospheric pressure,

this ratio is 10°» so at 146 mm. it will be 760/146.5
• 5200, and therefore the ratio 3300 n r give3 the

rm3 0,6
probability that the ternary collision Xo + 02 +- Og, re¬

sults in destruction of Xo.

This result may also be checked by the equation

of the explosion limit (equation 18),

( <*- Dig PE3 =
Tjr

To calculate 5 from this expression, the value
k6 °£

of ( 1), the probability of branching, must be
3

known. The ohain length io 10 at the low:*r limit
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and 2 x 10 h at the upper limit, and the probabilities

of branching, 10" end. 5 x 10 respectively. At the

upper limit (5mm, PH^ and 50 ram,

50
_ eo _ _ ,„4 ... t3 _

6 V
. " ' 11 is

„ . 'ij „— or —rs T" " 10 or 2 x 10
lcA 0P 10-y x 5 10 ° x 5 x 5

At 55 nun. pressure, the ratio of bi- to tri-molecular

collisions is 1.5 x 10'\ which gives the value of the

efficiency of the collisions Xo 0# 0.-, as 0.67 (if
the enain length below the lower limit be used) or

0.15 if 200 bo taken as the chain length# This latter

value is in agreement with that given by Semenoff in a

monograph as yet unpublished.

There is yet another check on the inter-relation¬

ship between the stable and explosive reactions. The

whole explosion curve may be represented by the equation

obtained on aiding (9) and (12).

£<•<- i) fcj/raJI = |~j + k-Ccf- . - . 2,
For £?Hg] to be a minimum then by differentiating fcnis
equation with raspect to £°eJ and equating to aero:-

Prom the results shown in fig.<5, the minimum occurs

at^.(jpra. 0^.
Similarly for the reaction outside the limits,

the values of V below and above the limits respectively

are given by:-

V below * [kjOgJ |
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This expression equals zero ?/hen P is at a maximum.

Thus the maximum in the chain length ourve should

occur at the samo oxygen pressure as the minimum in

the explosion curve. Fig. /3 shows that those anticip¬

ations are fairly exactly justified experimentally.
57.

In the figure of the preliminary notice of this work

the rate of reaction was plotted against the pressure

of the oxygen tut it was also pointed out that the

curve would have to be suitably corroctod for deact¬

ivation of the mercury atoms by oxygen. On account

of initiation by oxygen, however, the corrections to

be made are small, so that the curve does represent

the variation of chain length with pressure.

This is easily seen from Table XXVII, where the

value of the initiation expression:

is given for various oxygen pressures.

The results of the photosensitised results are

also plotted in fig. |3. The position of the minimum

f(o). [i%3 ■/- c*0.t>[p£}
i [pxij ToTiOg7 o.37
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in the explosion curve, which is 0.212 mm, PEL and
o

4*W 0g, was calculated from equation*. 2j

02 0.05

•4^- 0.20
Effect of rate of starting on the position of the

explosion limits.

Excepting for the moment the oxidation of phosphorus

and of phosphine, there is abundant evidence that the

position of both limits is dependent on the rate at

which ohaina are started. In the hydrogen oxygen re¬

action, for example, it has been shown that hydrogen a
60. IB.

atoms, produced photochemieally, thermally, and eleet-
19. 19,56, 66.

rioally, oxygen atoms, and chlorine atoms all reduce

the temperature of spontaneous ignition. Moreover,

ever at room temperature, conditions simulating a lower

limit may be obtained with a spark used to start the
62.

chains. She action of nitrogen peroxide in reducing

the ignition temperature of Hg, CO, CH^ etc., is also
a question of rat-*1 of starting affecting the limits,

Similarly the limits in the oxidation of sulphur,

carbon disulphide and hydrogen sulphide may be consider¬

ably reduced by suitable stimuli. More examples may

easily be quoted, but the situation may be summed up

by the statement that in those reactions where the

limits are temperature dependent, and where the explosion

TABLE XXVII.

PHg a 0.1 mm.
0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 50.0

0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0,20 0.20
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occurs at high temperatures (say about £00°C), the

position of both lower and upper limits is dependent

to some extent on the rate of initiation. The pure

chain hypothesis does not therefore wholly express the

condition for explosion: in addition some temperature

dependent factor must be introduced to provide an ex¬

planation. With phosphorus and phosphine it is diff-i

erent, the propagating collisions are almost 100$

efficient, and the efficiency of branching is so high

that It cannot be dependent on temperature to any

great degree. Similarly the termination reactions at

the walls are independent of temperature. In these

two examples, then, it is to be expected that the pure

chain explosion would occur, and that the oondition is

expressed adequately by the statement that the product

of the probability of branching and the probability of

termination is equal to unity, from which it at once

follows that the explosion pressures should be indep¬

endent of the rate of starting. The test is con¬

sequently rather a crucial one for some sections of

the chain theory. Some time ago it was applied to
63.

the lower limit of phosphine, and a considerable

lowering of the limit was obtained. The curious fact

was that the effect persisted for a time greater than

the life of the reaction chains. Later it was shown
3£.

by Melville to be wholly due to an alteration in the

surface upon which the chains terminated. In the

experiments described below, the experiments have been
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repeated at the upper limit, where, of oourae, wall

action has no effect. Initiation waa effected by

means of the light from the water cooled mercury lamp.

Some hint of the "behaviour to he expected haa bee

got when it ia seen hat the chain lengths at the

upper and lower limits are not identical. Apparently

the explosion can occur more readily at high pressure,

in that such a high chain length ia not necessary*

Preliminary experiments at once showed that there

was a considerable displacement of the upper limit to

higher pressures when the tube is illuminated. Some

experiments were done to find if this effect was at

all lasting, by shutting off the light just before

explosion was due. The limit in these experiments

was found to be the same as when the gases were not

illuminated. Table XXVIII gives a number of typioal

results.

TABLE XXVIII.

Initial Pressures. Total p. at Expl. Condition

ph3 °2 ?h3 02 Illumination
1. 6.5 103 72 4.5 67.5 During ex

pansion.
2. 6.4 99 26 1.7 24.3 None
3. 6.6 99.5 26 1.7 24.3 See text
4. 5.3 103 57. 3 2.9 54.4 During ex

112 65 pansion
5. 6.4 112 65 3.7 61.3 tl

6. 4.7 95 56. 5 2.8 53.7 tt

of

Effect of variation of light intensity. Intensity
7.5 113 63.5 4.2 59.3 1.00
7.5 113 43.5 2.9 40.6 0.15
6.5 100 38.5 2.5 36.0 0.15
7.4 100 56,5 4.2 52.3 0.15
7.3 106 63.5 4.4 59.1 1.00
4.8 111 42.3 1.8 40.5 1.00
8.1 101 80.0 6.0 74.0 1.00
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Rat© of stable reaction at initial pressure
■ 0.013 aim. per min.

I » 1.00

Experiments 1-3 may be particularly mentioned. The

initial pressures were all praotically the same, but

the explosion pressure ha3 been increased from 26 mm.

in no. 2 to 72 mm. in no.l. In experiment 3 illumin¬

ation was carried on until the pressure was reduced to

74 mm. The explosion did not take plaoe until a

pressure of 26 mm. was reached. The time required

for the pressure to fall from 74 nan. to 72 mm. was not

more than two 3ecs. It is therefore quite different

from the lower limit phenomenon which persists for

several minutes. It will be also noted that variation

of intensity has an effect on the limit.

The effect of intensity was further investigated

in the following way. Instead of plotting upper limit

curves for different intensities, two sets of mixtures

of constant composition were used. Since expansion

does not alter the composition of the mixture, the dis¬

placement of the explosion limit along the expansion

line can be regarded as a measure of the effect. The

data are given in Table XXIX and plotted in fig. /*f.

The intensity could not be inoreaaed to higher

values as then the velocity of the reaction was suff¬

icient to remove appreciable amounts of phosphine.

These results than prompt a further question as

to whether, at the lower limit, in addition to the
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ordinary displacement owing to the ohange in surface,

there is a transient effect similar to that at high

pressure. The procedure adopted was to use a constant

pressure of phosphine and allow oxygen to leak in through

the needle valve and record the explosion pressure on

the oil manometer. The intensity of illumination was

0.15 on the same scale as Tahle XXIX.

TABLE XXIX.

Original Pressure, Pressure at Explosion. Intensity.

PHg Total Total °2
8.9 97.6 28 2,6 25.4 0
12,5 155. 73 5,9 67 1.0
12.6 141 60 5.4 55 0.15
12.6 139 44 4.0 40 0
13.0 147 85 7.5 77.5 1.00
12.9 142 83 7.5 75.5 0.51
5.2 117 12 0.53 11.5 0
5.3 103 55 2.8 52 1.00
5.1 99. 51 2.6 48.4 0.51
5.1 95 42.5 2,2 40.3 0.15
5.0 98 52 2.7 49 . 3 1.68
5.0 90 52 2,9 49.1 11.2
5.0 92 47 2.6 44.4 11.2
5.0 92 15 0.82 14.2 0
11.2 138 92 7,5 84,5 11.2
12.9 146 79 7.0 72.0 11.2

TABLE XXX.

?H„ Oo at exp. 'PWal Conditions of illum-
* ination

1 0,74 0.61 1.35 Continuous
2 0.81 0,54 1.35 Until P a 1,26
3 0.80 0.49 1.29 " P » 1.26
4 0.80 0.79 1.59 None
5 0.77 0.76 1,53 None
6 0.80 0.49 1.29 Until P ■ 1.26
7 0.78 0.48 1.26 Continuous
8 0.76 0.44 1.20 Until P » 1.18
9 0,76 0.64 1.40 " P - 1*12

10 0.76 0.48 1.24 " £ -
11 0.76 0.64 1.40 P - 1*12
12 0.77 0.74 1.51 None
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Comparing Kos. 4,5 and IE with the remainder, it is

seen that explosion pressures are somewhat higher in

these oases than when the mixture has heen illuminated.

However it does not appear to matter whether the light

is switched off some time before explosion or whether

it is left on right up to the limit. It will also be

noticed that if illumination bo stopped at lom press¬

ures of oxygen (exp, 9 and 11) the explosion limit is

a little higher than that where illumination has been

continued up to higher pressures.

The conclusion, then, is that the transient effect

obtianed at the upper limit is not in evidence at the

lower limit,

To demonstrate mora clearly the sensitiveness of

the upper limit to the stationary concentration of Xo,

the following experiment and calculations were made,

A mixture of 12,0 mm, phosphine and 124 mm, argon was

made up and illuminated during expansion. Explosion

occurred at 60 mm. The intensity of the light was

0,15, on the same scale as Table XXIX. A second

similar mixture was than prepared and pumped down to

62 mmi at this pressure the rate of oxidation of phos-

phina was 10,7 x 10** mm. per sec, in a volume of 85co|
2

the calculated chain length is 10 . The number of

quanta entering the tube per sec, is thus about
, 23 .. -4 . -2 _ , 1710 x 10 x 10 « 10 •

low at 65 mm. pressure a molecule experiences

about 10S ternary collisions per second. Thus the
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mean life of an Xo molecule, assuming it to be destroy¬

ed in every ternary collision of the type Xo tl+- X,
0 6is 10" , The rate of production of Xo may be taken

as the rate of dissociation of the phosphine

* 10.7 x 10"5 -6
io2 9 •par 300 * and 3'fca't*orli",

—12
ary concentration of Xo is thus 10 mm.

According to Table XXIX, then, when the oonoentrat-
<*11

ion reaches about 10 mm., the L<->v«.C ceases to be

effected. When such a small concentration of carrier

displaces the limit so much, it is not surprising that
7.

traces of water vapour and changes of temperature

exert a comparatively large influence. This in turn

suggests that the displaced limit is the true limit,

and that the one observed in the thermal reaction is

particularly low because of the fact that a sufficient

number of chains do not start to fulfil the conditions

of the chain theory. If this were the case the chain

length at the limit should be 10*5, wherea3 it is only
2

about 10 • The displacement cannot be due to the

pressure of ozone which is formed when the chains are

terminated, for if this were so, the effect would per¬

sist after the light is switched off.

In order to get a further insight into this prob¬

lem, the following experiments were done. Mixtures

of oxygen and phosphine, one above the upper limit,

and the other below the lower limit, wore made up in

silica tubes and placed beside a quantum counter in

order to find if the stable reaction wa3 appreciable
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without outside stimulus. Light given off "by a phos¬

phine Qxplosion is greenish in colour, but there is

associated with it some ultraviolet of sufficiently

short wavelength to aotivate a counter. Neither of

the two tubes had any effect on the counter, showing

that the amount of light striking the counter was less
c

than 10 quanta per minute.

SUMMARY.

The decomposition and oxidation of phosphine have

been studied on the surface of tungsten and molybdenum

filaments, with a view to using a filament method to

investigate the kinetics of the chain reaction between

phosphine and oxygen. This method was found to be

unsuitable as the oxidation took place almost entirely

on the surface of the filament. The surface oxidation

and decomposition were however studied and a theory

put forward to account for the difference in behaviour

of phosphine and phosphorus. A simple means of correct¬

ing for end losses in a hot filament is described.

In Part Two the kinetics of the phosphine oxidation

outside the explosion limits have been studied using

mercury sensitised reaction and the direct photochemical

reaction as means of investigation. The particu]ar

investigation carried out is that of the means of

termination of ohains at and above the upper explosion

limit. The results work out in agreement with Dalton'3

work on the explosion limit: the chain oarrier Xo
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is destroyed in a three body collision of the type

Xo-^-Ogd-X, where X is any molecule capable of stab¬
ilising the Xo - Og complex. The efficiency of this
collision is of the order 0.4.

Experiments have also bean done on the effect of

illumination on the upper limit. It is quite clear

that the intensity of illumination has an effect on the

upper limit and tends to aid explosion. fhe tentative

suggestion is put forward that the limit obtained withfe-

out illumination is not the true chain theory explosion

limit, a3 the rate of starting of chains is not then

sufficient for the relationship to hold good. Quantum

counter experiments are in support of this.

The author is deeply indebted to Br H. W. Melville

and Dr 32. B. Ludlam for continuous advice and encour¬

agement during this work and to the 'Trustees of the

Moray fund for a grant towards the cost of apparatus.

Thanks are also due to Br Quillet of Cambridge

for carrying out the quantum counter experiments

mentioned above.
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